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ABSTRACT 

The piirpose of the present stxK^ was to contrast the effectiveness of 

modified and traditional netball for juniors. Despite the considerable 

controversy vMch has surrounded the appropriateness of modified and adult 

versions of youth sport, the area has received very little eitpirical 

attention. By examining a sport viiich is dcaninated by females, this 

investigation is also considered iirportant in that it supplies information 

about the psychological effects of organized ^x)rt on girls. Corrparisons 

between the two ajproaches to netball were made in terms of young 

athletes' skill level, self-esteem and self-cortpetence, anxiety and 

attitudes as well as coaches' behaviours at matches and tiraining sessions. 

One hundred and forty-two netball players (7 to 11 years of age) were 

administered a skills test; an adaption of Coopersmith's (1967) 

Self-Esteem Inventory; a modified version of the Physical Self Test; and 

the children's form of the Coirpetitive State Anxiety Inventory both before 

the season and again at the end of the season. A questionnaire designed 

to measure attitudes about netball, teammates, the coach and the self was 

also given to the athletes following the coirpletion of the season. 

Further, the behaviour of the 21 coaches in the saitple was randomly coded 

using a modification of the Coaching Behaviour Assessment System. 



IV 

Analysis of covariance revealed that modified players achieved 

significantly hi^er skill levels in two of the four fundamental netball 

skills tested, shoulder passing and pivotting, corrpared to their 

traditional counterparts. However, no significant differences were found 

between the two groins in self-esteem, self-cortpetence or anxiety. 

Similarly, the analyses of variance revealed that modified players did not 

have signficantly different attitudes from the traditional athletes. With 

regard to coaching behaviours, the hypothesis that modified coaches would 

exhibit more reinforcing, encouraging and technically instructive 

behaviours and fewer punitive and controlling behaviours coitpared to 

traditional coaches, did not generally receive si:55port. Indeed, the 

discriminant analyses revealed no clear behavioural patterns for either 

modified or traditional coaches, althou^ their match behaviours were 

found to be different from the behaviours ejdiibited in training sessions. 

It was concluded that both modified and traditional netball programs have 

merit because each version serves different needs. B^ providing different 

types of sporting programs, children and parents can select a style v̂ îch 

is consistent with the players' individual personalities and aspirations. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRDEUCTICM AND REVIEW OF UTERATURE 

To say that sport permeates the lives of children in our society is 

probably understating the case somevdiat. In Australia, for instance, it 

has been estimated that well over one million children between the ages of 

9 and 14 are involved in organized sport (Robertson, 1986). 

Not only is participation in these programs enormously popular, but the 

participants are intensely involved. For exaiiple, Lon^urst (1985) found 

that, on average, young athletes participate in these programs for 9 hours 

a week, during a 26-week season. The finding that sport is one of the 

most valued activities in the adolescent subculture (Coleman, 1974; 

Eitzen, 1975; Feltz, 1978) is a further indication that one iitportant 

early e>q3erierx:e is that of involvement in sporting programs. 

Indeed, the basis for many physical skills, as well as the groundwork 

leading to the love and pursuit of physical activities, is established 

during the childhood years (Orlick & Botterill, 1975). Also developing at 

this time are values about adults and peers; attitudes towards such social 

norms as co-cperation, achievement and cortpetition; and irtportantly, 

beliefs in one's cwn corrpetence and worthiness (Clarke-Stewart, Friedman & 

Koch, 1985). However, despite the obvious magnitude and significance of 

organized sport for children, it is surprising that little is known about 

the effectiveness these sporting programs. 
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In fact, considerable controversy surrounds the appixpriateness of the 

youth sport setting as a medium for enhancing childrens' skills. One area 

v4iere this controversy rages is in the area of modification of rules. On 

the one hand, it has been prcposed that the rules and procedures of 

"adult" sports should be modified so that they are better suited to 

children (e.g. Burke & Kleiber, 1976; Cooper, 1977; Dubois, 1980; Evans, 

1980b; Gibson, 1982; Lamb, 1985; Orlick, 1986; Parkin, 1978, 1980; Thomas, 

1978; Winter, 1983). It has been suggested that modification would lead 

to ĉ irtoim develcpment of skills; more equal opportunity for all 

participants; and, because of a process-orientation and an errphasis on 

enjoyment, a longer and more positive involvement in organized sport. 

The contrasting view is that children viho are exposed to the modified 

versions of the sport will not be as well prepared for sport at a senior 

level (Mandle & Pang, 1981). It is argued that children must learn to 

cope with the stresses of cortpetition at an early age and that the 

participants themselves will criticize the modified version as not being 

"the real thir>g" (Department of Youth, Sport and Recreation, 1985). 

Modification would maintain a child's false hopes since the majority will 

never reach an elite level. Further, by equalizing opportunity, modified 

sport will hold back the more skilled performers (Department of Youth, 

Sport and Recreation, 1985 ; Nettleton & Sands, 1985; Spink, 1989). / 

Nevertheless, sports modification is currently receiving an increasing 

amount of promotion. For instance, the Australian Sports Commission has 

recently initiated a Children In Sport program, the major c*)jective of 

which is to encourage children to develop a variety of sports and 

sports-related skills by focussing on public and coach education in the 
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school and club systems (D'Arcy, 1985). One of the specific targets of 

this program is to have 88 percent of children in the final three years of 

primary school involved in appropriate modified sport through the Aussie 

Sport scheme. Similarly, the academic journals, particularly Sports 

Coach, have featured articles on modified youth sport and a nim:iber of 

modified sport booklets have been coatiplied. In Victoria 15 sporting 

associations currently offer modified versions of their games (Department 

of Youth , Sport & Recreation, 1985). 

One sport that has demonstrated its faith in adopting a modified approach 

for its yoimg participants is netball, the largest female participant 

sport in Australia. An estimated one in every seven females between the 

ages of 8 and 40 years play netball every year (All Australian Netball 

Association, 1987). In terms of junior players, a recent report by the 

All Australian Netball Association (1985) documented 60,300 registered 

players under the age of 12 years participating in club netball. A mean 

of 81 percent of these children play the modified "Netta" netball game in 

the under 10 age group vdiile, in the under 12 age group the figures 

reverse with a mean of 28 percent playing in the modified version. 

However, it is worth noting that this percentage varies widely by State. 

Netball is also played extensively in the school system arxi vAiile, in the 

past, the traditional game has dominated, modified netball is becoming 

increasingly more pcpular - irxieed "Netta" netball is one of the four most 

popular sports offered in the Aussie Sport program (Russell & Traill, 

1987). The participation of girls in many different youth sport programs 

- not only netball - is continually rising but, as Scanlan and Passer 

(1979) have pointed out, there is limited information available regarding 
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the psychological effects of ccatpetition on them. It is for these reasons 

- its popularity as well as its research neglect - that primary club 

netball became the focus of the present study. 

However, it is not just netball that has received little ettpirical 

attention but also youth sport in general. Unfortunately the debates 

waged on the pros and cons of modified and traditional versions of 

children's sport are often based on little or no scientific data. Thus, 

this project represents an atterrpt to fill the gap in the research 

concerning the desirability of modifying sport for young children. / 

Ihe purpose of the present study is to coirpare the effectiveness of 

modified with traditional organized sport for primary children in terms of 

skill development, coaching behaviours and various psychosocial 

attributes. Because very little Australian research has been conducted in 

the area of youth sport, the review of literature vAiich follows relies 

primarily on that information frcm North America vMch has relevance to 

the Austiralia situation. 

Because youth sport is so firmly entrerxiied in Australia society, there is 

an urgent need to ascertain the effectiveness of these programs. For it 

is the experiences we provide for our children today that will shape our 

future generations. As child historian de Mause (1974) writes: 

"... .a society's childrearing practices are.. .the very condition for the 

transmission and development of all otiier cultural elements, and place 

definite limits on vAiat can be achieved in all other spheres of history" 

(P.3.). 
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Review Of Literature 

By way of definition. Winter (1983) has defined modified sport as "a 

simplified version of the adult game vMch still retains its basic 

intent. The changes made should reflect the different stages of physical 

and psychological development of children" (p. 10). Although this version 

of children's sport is already pcpular in Australia, its effectiveness has 

never been effectively evaluated. The present study aims to cortpare the 

effectiveness of a modified approach to netball with a traditional version 

of the game using a nurtiber of variables including : skill iitprovement, 

coaching behaviours, self -esteem and self-cortpetence, anxiety and 

attitudes. 

The review of literatiare viiich follows considers the efficacy of modified 

and traditional youth sport programs as they relate to each of these 

variables. An outline is also provided of the types of modifications that 

have been introduced into the "Netta" netball game as they relate to each 

of the five variables. Given the paucity of research investigating the 

desirability of youth sports modification, especially in the area of 

netball, the present study must be considered es^loratory in nature. In 

seme cases, therefore, si5:port for the hypotheses relies on indirect 

ertpirical findings. 
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Skill Inproveroent 

Perhaps the most fundamental reason suggested for roodi^ing children's 

sport errenates frcm the argument that children are different from adults 

in a nurtiber of basic ways. As Rousseau conveyed in the ei^teenth 

century, children have their own ways of seeing, thinking and feeling; 

nothing is more senseless than to try to replace them, with ours (as cited 

in Ellis, 1949). Contettporary writings are more specific as to the way in 

vMch the child differs mentally arxi emotionally from the adult. 

In the terms of the capacity to cope with adult games. Winter (1983) 

summarizes these as follcws: 

a) reduced capacity to cope with stress, so that during the pressure of 

the ccatpetitive game they forget rules and skills v^ch can lead to 

anger, frustration and a sense of humiliation; 

b) less ability to think ahead, anticipate develcpments in the game, with 

the that result they cannot apply known skills and game techniques 

effectively; 

c) the level and span of coiKzentration is lower, so that they cannot 

remember to apply techniques they have been tau^t and their attention 

drifts vdien they are not directly involved in the play; 

d) a more limited ability to make decisions, so that they may not even 

act effectively to save themselves from injury; 
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e) they are self-centered and find it difficult to accqpt the restraints 

inposed by teamwork; and 

f) less ability to gra^ abstract concepts vftiich are inherent in many 

rules. 

For these reasons, it has been suggested that skill learning is less 

easily acquired vftien children play under adult game situations (Allsopp, 

1982; Gibson, 1982; Pooley, 1979; Singer, 1977; Winter, 1983). 

In the same vein, the physical attributes of the child limit optimal skill 

acquisition in adult sport. As Gibson (1982) explains: 

Children are often asked to play on full-size grounds vAiich are not 
suited to their size or skill level. They may play with a hard ball 
ihMch creates not only a risk of injury but also strikes fear into 
the child vdien it is prxpelled at them with great velocity. Further 
they are often required to throw, kick or hit over distances viiich 
are not commensurate with either their physical skill or their 
strength level. These \mrealistic requirements are certainly not 
conducive to the learning and develcpnent of skills (p.5). 

However, ty taking into account the stages of cognitive and motor 

development of the child, a modified structure aims to provide a gradual 

transition so that participants are ultimately better prepared for sport 

at a senior level (Gibson, 1982). 

file:///mrealistic
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Supporting the need for major modifications to both equipment and game 

structure, Seefeldt (1982) errphasizes the iitportance of readiness in 

learning a physical task. The most feasible procedure for ensuring that 

young performers are rean^ to learn a motor skill is by providing them 

with the ideal cpportunity to acquire the requisite antecedent skills. 

Similarly, Laitib (1985) suggests that there is a critical period in the 

develtpment of the child viien a particular skill is most susceptible to 

modification - rou^ily between 7 and 11 years: 

Up to about 9 the child likes itKJvement for itKJveitent's sake. 
After 9-10 years the child begins to take an interest in making 
his/her actions effective and efficient and to try and achieve 
particular levels of performance. At about 11 years, cortpetition 
and team games become important, but not as iirportant as their skill 
development, as they find team play concepts beyond their level of 
development in most cases (p. 56). 

Thus, it is only v*ien the degree of skill and understanding required for 

playing a game is within a child's capacities, that the experienoe will 

present a meaningful challenge to him (Eifermann, 1971) - modification 

aims to provide for this. 

Another benefit of modification that has been suggested is that of 

protecting the child frcm unrealistic adult ej^jectations vMch may 

interfere with skill learning (Department of Youth, Sport and Recreation, 

1985). Youth sport is commonly watched and judged by coaches ard parents 

Vvho represent a very evaluative audience to the performer. Since research 
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has shown that the greater the perceived evaluative potential possessed by 

an audierx:^, the greater the inhibition in the learning of a task 

(Cottrell, Sekerak, Wack & Rittle, 1968), the preserx:^ of evaluative 

spectators in adult versions would ajpear to hinder skill acquisition. In 

modified sports, however, spectators (if made aware of the purpose of the 

changes) are liJcely to hold a different set of esqjectations about the 

performance of their young athletes - in short, the perceived evaluative 

potential of the on-lookers will be reduced. As Winter (1983) writes: 

As long as the game remains the same as the adult one it will be 
judged by ccatpetitive adult standards. If the game is 
[modified].. .the spectators will view it differently. The "new" game 
can be respectied in its own ri^t as a legitimate form of sport with 
the errphasis on participation, skill learning and enjoyment for the 
child's benefit (p.46). 

While modification in netball in Victoria has not focussed on the 

education of parents, coaches have been instructed in the philosophy 

underlining the changes to the game. Furthermore, a number of structural 

alterations have been made to the adult game in order to facilitate skill 

development. A smaller size 4 ball (20 to 24 inches) is used and the goal 

posts are lower (8 feet). Players are allowed more time to throw the ball 

(a maximum of 6 seconds) and the stepping rule is relaxed so that 

shuffling to regain balance is permissible (as long as the player does not 

gain ground by doing so). The distance frcm vAiich an opponent may defend 

a player is lengthened to 4 feet and finally, the duration of the match is 

reduced to four quarters of 10 minutes each being played. Further, skill 
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iitprovement is the focus in that once a month half of the allocated 

playing time is devoted to ball handling, positioning and explaining the 

rules by experienced coaches and urtpires (Geelong Netball Association, 

1986). 

The modified league that was examined in the present stuc^ adhered to 

these rules. However, it is worth noting that tiiese rules do not conform 

exactly to those guidelines proposed by the All Australian Netball 

Association (1981) vdiich specify two levels of modification; one for 

children 8 to 10 years and another for 10 to 12 years. A saitple of the 

All Australian Netball Association recoramerxied modified rules for juniors 

appears as ̂ ^pendix A. Certainly both modified rule versions contrast 

with those specified for adults in vMch a size 5 ball (27 to 28 inches) 

is used and goal posts are 10 feet. Players are permitted 3 seconds 

before they must dispose of the ball and an opponent must be at least 3 

feet from a player in order to deferxi. No stepping with the ball is 

allowed and matches corrprise 15 minute quart:ers (All Australian Netball 

Association, 1985). 

Traditional youth sports have also been criticized for allowing the 

domination by a minority, at the expense of the majority (Devereux, 1976; 

Martens, 1978; Orlick & Botterill, 1975; Pooley, 1980; Winter, 1983). 

Typically, the physically maturer and more highly skilled children are the 

ones v4io succeed in sports. Ihe moderate performers are discriminated 

against, mostly because their performance is negatively reinforced, and 

skilled leadership is denied them. As Winter (1983) notes: "It is still 

common practice for the best coach to coach the best, or most senior 
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players vdiile the least ejperienced and able takes the juniors" (p. 38). 

Thus a selection process cperates vdiereby the late maturing children are 

often eliminated and, even after they physically catch up, many will never 

re-errtjer sports. By then these youngsters have missed the advantage of 

early training and have lost interest because of early failure. 

Furthermore, as Martens (1978) points out, differences in physical 

maturation may also hurt the early maturers. Their initial advantage in 

sport is slowly lost as others mature and iitprove and the pjsychological 

adjustment required to drop from a star to just another 

athlete is a difficult one. For instance, the Medford growth study, a 

12-year longitudinal investigation, shows that only one out of four star 

athletes in eleirtentary school maintained such a rating 3 to 4 years later 

in junior h i ^ school (Clark, 1968). Ihis problem in adjustment is often 

accentuated by the coach's mistaken belief that the early maturer is no 

longer putting forth the needed effort. Frustration, and perhaps even 

withdrawal frcm the sport, is the result. 

Modification of junior sport, by contrast, attettpts to take into account 

the fact that children mature at different raties and that physical 

maturity is a most iitportant factor in determining their success. In his 

games analysis model, Morris (1986) supports the concept of inclusion for 

all in spxDrt so that players are helpsed to feel more confident about 

themselves as human movers. "If one believes that part of childhood ought 

to be spient gaining a sense of self, gaining a sense of corrpetence, and 

gaining skills that will allow us all to coexist, then our game and sport 

environitvents ought to help all children, not just those v*io motorically 

excel" (Morris, 1986, p.199). 
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Indeed, several studies have been conducted ccaiparing modified and 

traditional approaches to junior sport in terms of this notion of 

inclusion. All of the comparisons have revealed that the modified version 

terxied to equalize the participation of all athletes to a much greater 

extent than the traditional game. For example. Parkin (1980) compared the 

participatory rates of adult and modified approach versions of basketball 

and sotball arxi found that the modified approach, especially the softball, 

significantly equalized the cpportunity to participate. Similarly, a 

ccartparison of the involvement of junior cricketers in a normal and a 

modified game hy Evans and Davis (1980) revealed that the modified rules 

game created the cpportunity for more players to be involved in all 

aspects of the game. Finally, a stucty by Martens and his colleagues 

revealed that children playing in a modified baseball game were involved 

in more offensive (i.e., at bat) and defensive (i.e., fielding and 

throwing) activity than children playing in a traditional league (Martens, 

Rivkin & Buirp, 1984). If it can be assumed that more activity is a 

requisite to skill develcpment, then the modified approach should provide 

a better environment for cultivating and nurturing the skills of many more 

children. 

Modified netball attempts to promote this notion of inclusion by allowing 

interchange of up to 10 players at any interval. In fact, the Victorian 

competition exterxis this idea by ruling that all 10 players must be on the 

court for at least half a game (Geelong Netball Association, 1986). 

Certainly this practice seems to have assisted the average pjerformer, as 

one unpire comments: "For those children who are not as brillant nor well 

co-ordinated the chance to play under these new corditions has been a 
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success" (Willis, 1983, p.5). 

Not only is participation by all erxaDuraged in modified rules competition 

but so, too, is participation in a variety of positions within the 

particular game. This is in response to a practice common in traditional 

^xjrts-early specialization. Intensive training to acquLce spjecialized 

sports skills at too early an age is usually achieved at the espense of 

developing a broader base of fundamental movement skills (Martens, 1978). 

When there is an err̂ Aiasis on winning and a de-ertp̂ iasis on fun, children 

are often placed in the same piosition each game so that they become expert 

in only a small repertoire of skills. For instance, the netballer vdio is 

taller than her pjeers is often confined to goal shooter or keeper 

positions viiere a minimimd amount of running or dodging is required. Thus 

she is denied the opportunity to develop these more primary skills and her 

success is almost solely depjendent on her hei^t. In contrast, a modified 

approach to sport encourages the rotation of players intio a variety of 

px3sitions to expose them tx) all facets of the game (Gibson, 1982), as is 

evident in the "Netta" netball game. 

Thus far, it has been suggested that modified sport may be more effective 

in promoting skill development than the traditional version because the 

former attetrpts to take into account differences in children's mental, 

emotional and piiysical maturity. Modified spxart also atterrpts to protect 

youngsters from unrealistic adult expectations, equalize participation and 

avoid specialization in skill mastery. Therefore, given that modified 

spxDrt is successful in achieving its aims, these participants should 

display hi^er pierformance/skill levels than children participating in the 

traditioral program. 
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The first hypx>thesis under test in the present stucfy posits that children 

playing in the modified netball program will show a significantly hi^er 

skill level at the end of the season (as measured by scores from four 

fundamental netball skills) than children involved in the traditional 

version viien preseason skill level scores are taken into account. 

Coachincf Behaviours 

It is generally recognized that coaches occipy a position of centrality in 

the youth sport setting. The manner in vAiich coaches structure the 

athletic situation, the goal priorities they establish, and the ways in 

vdiich they relate to athletes are primary determinants of the outcomes of 

sport participation (Martens, 1978; Smith, Smoll, Iftint, Curtis & COppel, 

1979; Smoll, Smith, Curtis & Hunt, 1978). Moreover, their influence can 

extend into other areas of the child's life as well. As Smith and Smoll 

(1978) note: "During a developmental period in vMch children are seeking 

varying degrees of ind^)endence from parental influence, the child's 

relationship with the youth coach can become a hi^ily significant and 

influential one" (p. 183). 

Indications that coaches can have a substantial iitpact both on children's 

sport participation and their social and emotional development comes from 

several p)er^)ectives. Firstly, as Snyder and Spreitzer (1976) have 

demonstrated, coaches are viewed as "significant others" by their 

athletes. In a study of h i ^ school athletes, Snyder (1972) found that 47 

pjercent said their coach had been a great influence on them, 42 pDercent 

said their coach had been of some influence and, irtportantly, only 11 
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percent indicated the coach had been of little or no influence. Data was 

also collected to determine the relative influence of others in the 

athlete's educational and occipational plans. Parents ranked first in 

iitportance with the coach immediately behind, but well ahead of pieers, 

teachers, relatives and others. Similar to this, Ogilvie (1979) reports 

that world class and Olyirpic female swimmers rated their former coaches as 

still the most significant adult in their lives 6 to 12 years after the 

corrpletion of coirpetition. 

Similarly, a nurriber of recent studies have hi^ili^ted the iitportance of 

athletes' pjerc^jtions of their coaches on various aspects of their sport 

participation. For instance, Scanlan and Lewthwaite (1985; 1986) found 

that v^en wrestlers perceived greater coach satisfaction with their 

season's p)erformance, they held hi^er generalized expectancies as well as 

hi^er sp»ecific expectancies for the first tournament round (Scanlan & 

lewthwaite, 1985) and they also ejperienced greater enjoyitient (Scanlan & 

lewthwaite, 1986) than beys v4io pjerceived less coach satisfaction with 

their performance. Further, boys viio p)erceived more positive adult sport 

involvement and interactions (coach and parent) experienced greater 

enjoyment of the sport than their counterparts (Scanlan & Lewthwaite, 

1986). 

A third indication is sinply the time young athletes devote to their 

spx3rt. Several investigators have noted that many youngsters spjend an 

inordinate amount of their free time practising and ccatpeting under the 

tutelage of the adult leader (eg., Gould & Martens, 1979; Irmbardo, 

1982). For instance, a study of junior spxarts coaches in Western 
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Australia showed that 58 pieroent of these leaders train their athletes 

between two and seven times per week. This practice time is, of course, 

on tcp of the hours spent actually ccmpeting in match settings (Gray & 

Comish, 1985). A study of Victorian youth sport coaches similarly found 

that a mean of 9 hours per week were devoted to coaching during an average 

season of 26 weeks (longhurst, 1985). 

Firally, many of the reasons children give to explain their withdrawal 

from sport are behaviours that are typically urxier the direct control of 

the coach. For instance, v*ien Orlick (1974) interviewed drcpouts at the 

primary school age, 40 percent withdrew because of v*iat was rouî ily 

categorized as lack of exposure to playing time and 60 percent did so 

because of a lack of successful or rewarding ejperiences. An Australian 

study of Year 7 children corxiucted by Robertson (1982) found that about 60 

pjercent of dropouts cited probloms within organized sport situations as 

reasons for their discountinued sport involvement. Specifically, 45 

percent were classified as prctolems with the program such as "no fun", 

"never played", "not good enou^", "no interest", "training was too hard"; 

7 pjercent as piiysical injury or illness; 6 pjercent as dissatisfaction with 

the coach (e.g., "pushed too hard", "didn't like him", "picked on me"); 

arxi 2 pjercent as peer and parental prctolems. 

But perhaps the clearest illustration comes from an investigation of 

dropouts from soccer (Pooley, 1980). Of those vdio withdrew, 25 percent 

were never praised, 25 percent felt ignored by the coach, 20 percent were 

never given instructions about their faults and 20 percent were never made 

aware of their progress. As Nettleton and Sards (1985) note: "It is not 
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rules, nor the equipment, but how pecple relate to others within the 

structure" (p. 38) vMch is the most iitportant influence on the decision to 

drop out of youth sport. 

In spite of their significance in the organized sport experiences of young 

children, coaches are typically non-professional volunteers with little, 

if any, explicit training in the psychology of coaching (Lombardo, 1982; 

Smith, Smoll, Hunt, Curtis & Coppel, 1979; Smoll & Smith, 1981). 

Moreover, as Evans (1980a) points out, there is a terxiency to "coach the 

way we were coached". This cyclical pattern to coaching often fails to 

discriminate between the adult and the junior player. Even if coaching 

clinics are atterxied, the focus of these is typically on teaching specific 

sport skills, techniques and training methods vAiereas little information 

is provided on how best to relate to young athletes and how coaches affect 

their players. Further, throu^ the mass media, "coaches are often 

exposed to role models v4io coach at the adult or professional level and 

they may come to emulate behaviours and a winning is everything' 

philosophy that are hi^ily inappropriate in relating to youngsters in a 

recreational and skill development context" (Smith & Smoll, 1978, p. 184). 

Certainly children's attitudes toward these habits have been made clear in 

several research studies. For instance, Orlick and Botterill (1975) have 

indicated that over 90 percent of young athletes report that they would 

rather be on a losing team and play, than sit on t±ie bench for a winning 

team. Similarly, vAien Rc±ertson (1982) presented the following two 

statements to children: "It is more iitportant for a team to win than for 

everyone to get a chance to play" and "winning is more iitportant than 
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leaming to play the game" - 65 percent of those surveyed disagreed with 

the first statement and 80 percent disagreed with the second. 

Coaches, too, appear to be aware of this problem as Gray and Comish 

(1985) discovered. These investigators asked over 280 volunteer youth 

sport coaches v*iat their major concerns were about childijen ccatpeting in 

organized sport. The most frequent response (36 percent) was concerned 

with an overetr̂ iiasis on winning in these programs. Similarly, Lon^urst 

(1985) found that coaches rated "too much errphasis on winning" as the most 

pressing problem in Victorian youth sport. Even more pxDignant were the 

findings of Gould and Iferten's (1979) research on the attitudes of 

volunteer youth sport coaches towards significant issues. When 

agreement ratings on the "too much errphasis on winning" item were summed 

over all 423 coaches, 73 percent found this problem true in general and 49 

percent found this true of their own particular program. It has also been 

noted that there is sometimes a discrepancy between a coach's philosopdiy 

and his behaviour. Even if coaches are able to accept the general 

viewpoint that winning is not that iitportant in children's games, their 

rational judgements may be forfeited in the "heat of the moment" during a 
o 

game of their own team (Gray & Comish, 1985; Martens, 1982). Thus, it is 

often difficult to prevent adults from bringing an orientation towards 

winning into children's sport, considering its pervasiveness in the 

society at large. 

Further, a number of authors have noted that the more institutionalized 

the youth sport program, the more likely success throu^ winning will be 

erâ iasized (Brewer, 1979; Foster, 1979; Pooley, 1982; Vaz, 1974). Hi^iLy 

selective, ccatpetitive and professionalized programs are criticized for 
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being organized for the benefit of the coaches, parents arxi administrators 

involved, rather than for the children. Moreover, the win at-all costs 

attitude of these significant others appears to increase the chances of 

children learning negative behaviours within the spxxrt environment. For 

excaiiple, Vaz (1974) found that hockey players learned to sanction any 

means in order to win - especially if the coach eirp̂ iasized aggressiveness 

and rou^iness in his teaching. Similarly, Smith (1974) found that 

aggressiveness is learned throu^ hockey participation and Jones and 

Pooley (1982) concluded that there was a strong relationship between 

cheating and the win at-all-costs attitude prevalent in sport today. 

However, althco^ aggression, violence and cheating may be learned within 

the sport environment, this is not inevitable. The negative behaviours 

learned in cosrpetitive sport appear to be a function of a particular, 

specific situation within sport, and not of cortpetition per se. A classic 

illustration of the significance of the social environment comes from the 

work of Sherif and his colleagues (Sherif, Harvey, White, Hood & Sherif, 

1961). At a stunmer caiip, the social environment of two groips of boys was 

manipulated to create a win-loss structure. A sport cxaipetition was 

organized in vMch one team could win only at the exqsense of the other 

team's loss. The sport ccatpetition quickly tutmed into a ruthless contest 

in v*u.ch the sole aim was to win, with any amount of cheating used to 

further this aim. Moreover, the behaviour exhibited in the sportiiig 

context generalized to cill other caitp activities. Cheating, acts of 

aggression, hostility and prejudice became normative b^iaviour. 
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Qianges in gocil structure were then atteirpted in order to alter this 

situation. The introduction of goals appealing to both groips, but v^ose 

attainment required the participation and co-operation of both groups, 

succeeded over a pjeriod of time in changing the hostile aggressive 

relationship to one of co-operation and tolerance. Thus, the researchers 

found that ty manipulating the coirpetitive envi_ronitent or social contexct, 

the importance of ccatpetition and its consequences could be influenced. 

In a similar vra,y, modified sport aims at changing the sport environment 

towards a more co-operative mode so that so that participants can 

exqxerience more fun, satisfaction and learning. Dubois (1980) posits a 

continuum model of coitpetition - at one erd exists a product orientation, 

such as in traditioial ccatpetitive sports, and at the other, a process 

orientation. In the former, winning is an end in itself and participants 

are motivated primarily by the pursuit of prizes and by gaining the 

admiration and approval of onlookers vfeLle treating their opponents as an 

cA)struction. In contrast, a process orientation is characterized by 

participation as an end in itself with the cortpetitors satisfied not by 

winning, but by p)erforming as well as they can. Their focus is on the the 

present, rather than the outcome, and they view their opponents as working 

towards the same goal as themselves, that of hi<^ quality athletic 

performance. It is this process oriontation v̂ iich is endorsed by 

proponents of modification. 

"Netta" netball attenpts to adept this process orientation. Althou^ 

games are scored, no pxjints are awarded and no ladder is Icept. Ihere are 

no finals matches,but rather at the erd of the season every child is 
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awarded a participation certificate. Iftrpires are given the authority "to 

act ipon any situation vdiich is not in the spirit of fairplay and the 

participation of all" (Geelong Netball Association, 1986, p.2). 

Specifically, the urtpires are instructed to: 

a) use simple language and to explain decisions; 

b) adept an encouraging and pleasant manner to ensure an open and 

free-flowing game. 

A statement in the guidelines makes the pMlosopAiy clear: "Remember that 

ccatpetition only exists to give the gaite pxirpose - v*iat counts is giving 

each child a chance to try hard, to iirprove, and to gain satisfaction from 

participation" (All Australian Netball Associated 1981, p.2). 

The success of incorporating a process approach into junior sport 

ctoviously depends largely on the behaviour of the coach. However, 

numerous authors have noted that research pertaining to coaching 

behaviours and irtportantly, their influence on players has been virtually 

nonexistent (Icatibardo, 1982; Smith, Smoll & Curtis, 1978; 1979; Smith, 

Zane, Smoll & Coppel, 1983; Smoll & Smith, 1981). 

Undoubtedly, the most extensive studies conducted on coaching behaviours 

arxi their itrpact ipon young athletes are those conducted by Smith and 

Smoll and their colleagues (Curtis, Smith & Smoll, 1979; Smith et.al. 

1978; Smith, Smoll & Hunt, 1977a; Srtdth, Smoll, Hunt, Curtis & Coppel, 

1979; Smith, et.al., 1983; Smoll, et.al., 1978). These reseachers carried 

out a series of research experiments over a period of seven years, 
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examining the impact of a coach's behaviour on young athletes. The 

results of the studies that are most relevant to the present proposal are 

presented here and in a later section. 

First, these researchers develcped an instrument that permitted the direct 

ctoservation and ceding of ccaches' behaviour during practices and games. 

Titled the Ccaching Behaviour Assessment System (CBAS), it was developjed 

on the basis of extensive naturalistic ĉ iservation of ccaches in a variety 

of team sports. The CBAS is comprised of 12 behaviour categories divided 

into two major sub classes of reactive and spontaneous behaviours. 

Reactive behaviours are operationalized as responses to immediately 

preceding player or team behaviours (i.e., elicited), v^ereas spontaneous 

behaviours are those initiated by the coach and v̂ iich do not have 

clear-cut antecedents (i.e., emitted). 

Subsequent use of the system in c±»serving and coding ccaching behaviours 

in basdoall, football and basketball has indicated that the CBAS is 

sufficiently ccmprehensive to incorporate the vast majority of behaviours, 

that individual differences in behavioural patterns can be discerned, and 

that the coding system can be used easily in field settings (Smith, et.al, 

1978). Since the present proposal involves the naturalistic observation 

and coding of exaching behavicxirs during junior netball matches and 

practice sessions, it was felt that the CBAS inventory woiild be an 

appropriate measurement tool. 
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The first p*iase of the study excamined the influence of ccaching behaviours 

on players' self-esteem and attitudes. During the second phase, Smith, 

Smoll and Curtis (1979) atterrpted to modify the behaviour of baseball 

ceaches by providing them with a preseason training program designed to 

assist them in relating more effectively to children. Basically, the 

ccaching guidelines stressed the desirability of reinforcement, 

encouragement and technical instruction. The aim of this "positive 

approach" was to strengthen desired behavicsurs and motivate players to 

perform them (Sitoll & Smith, 1981). During the season the trained coaches 

were ccarpared to a group of coaches vAio had received no training. It was 

found that experimental exaches differed frcm the controls in their 

behaviours in a manner consistent with the guidelines. The amount of 

reinforcement given to players was an especially good discriminator 

between the two coaches. 

Coaches of modified sport are typically encouraged to provide their 

athletes with h i ^ levels of reinforcement, encouragement and sp̂ ecific 

instruction. By etiphasizing a process orientation and enjoyment, children 

are given the cpportunity to experience success. Coaches are instructed 

to "use a pxxsitive, encouraging attitude" (Willis, 1983, p.5) and to be 

cognizant that children's sport participation "should be an extension of 

play, with etr̂ iasis on enjoyment and sJcill" (Western Australian Netball 

Association, 1980, p.7). Thus, given that mociified sport coaches are 

effective in instigating this "pxsitive approach", it mi^t be surmised 

that they will exdiibit desirable behaviours. 
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Thus the second hypothesis under test in the present study posits that 

coaches operating in the modified netball program will exhibit more 

reinforcing, encouraging and technical instructive behavicxirs and fewer 

punitive and controlling behaviours (as measured by the CBAS, Smith et.al, 

1977b) than ccaches operating within the traditional framework. 

Self-Esteem and Self Ccatpetence 

Self-esteem may be defined as one's personal judgement of worthiness, or 

one's gcxxi opinion oneself (Clarke-Stewart et.al, 1985). It is formed from 

indiviciuals' private reactions to themselves and the reactions of others 

who play a significant role in their lives. One's mastery of tasks and 

ccarpetence in dealing with life situations also affect self-esteem. 

Self-esteem develops graciually, but the micidle years of childhood are 

crucial (Clarke-Stewart et.al, 1985). 

In his life-cycle conception of personality develcpment, Erikson (1963) 

postulated ei^t progressive crises, with the period between 7 and 12 

years being of fundamental iitportance. This is the time in v̂ iich children 

must be provided with opportunities and experiences that will enable them 

to surmount feelings of inferiority. One of the major epportunities for 

mastering these fears is throu^ interaction with significant others. 

Increasingly, social ccarparison appears to be an iitportant aspect of 

children's self-esteem develeparent with the judgetient of personal 

coatpetencies, abilities and self-wxrth being largely in reference to the 

peer grotp (Ccxpersmith, 1967). 
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A naturally intense social evaluative situation i s provided by cortpetition 

in sports and t h i s process cxxurs a t a time vdien being exxtpetent in sport 

s k i l l s i s very important to children (RcAserts, 1978; 1984; Scanlan, 

1978a). In t h i s achievement-oriented environrtent, favourable ccatparisons 

tend t o lead t o scx:ial approval, vAiile unfavourable ones may lead to 

feelings of rejection. Rctoerts (1978), viewing the exsnpetitive experience 

frcm the pxDint of view of the child writes: 

A child i s being exposed to a very evaluative si tuation 
vdiere he or she succeeds or fa i l s in the presence of 
other individuals, v*io are iitportant to him or her, in an 
act iv i ty of very great iirportance vdiere the child 
int:erprets these outcomes as reflecting ipon his or her 
cxarpeterjce, self-esteem and self-worth (p. 4) . 

Clearly, the youth sport experience has a profound effect on the 

develcpment of self-esteem. This i s demonstrated in several studies v4iich 

have yielded data sipportive of h i ^ e r self-esteem for youth who have 

interest in or part icipate in spxsrts (e.g. , Bcwlsby & Iso-Ahola, 1980; 

Kay, Felkner & Varoz, 1972; Smith, 1986). However, t h i s research does not 

necessarily iirply tha t the yc3uth sport ejperience i s a positive one for 

a l l chilciren. Indeed i t i s possible that children with lower self-esteem 

tend to avoid or leave ccaipetitive programs because threat of failure i s 

h i ^ vAiile those vdio have h i ^ e r self-esteem seek the coirpetitive 

participation of team sports (Smith, 1986). As Ogilive (1979) warns, i f 

the involvement in junior sport i s a negative one, feelings and at t i tudes 

are produced v*iich are sericDusly self-limiting such that as aciults, 

individuals become "trapped to the degree that the i r t rue potential i s 

never realized" (p.54). 
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While self-esteem is a global self-attitude reflecting perceived 

cxstpetence at a variety of achievement endeavours, self-cortpetence (also 

referred to at times as perceived ability, self-efficacy, self-concept of 

ability) is the sense that one has the ability to master a particular task 

(Coppersmith, 1967; Barter, 1978). Self-cxstpetence is thou^t to develop 

exit of past mastery attenpts at a skill perceived to be primarily 

successful or unsuccessful. In her iiodel of ccatpetence motivation, Barter 

(1978) predicts that children v*io pjerceive themselves to be highly 

ccatpetent at a skill will exqpect to perform well, will persist longer at 

the s3d.ll, and will maintain interest in mastering the skill. 

A sttdy ty Rc±erts, Kleiber ard Duda (1981) tested this model on male and 

female fourth and fifth graders (9-11 years old). They found that 

children participating in organized sport programs were hi^er in 

perceived exatpetence and were more persistent in sport contexcts, with 

hi^er expectations of future success, than were norparticipants. 

Further, by examining years of sport participation Roberts and his 

associates (1981) found evidence to suggest that children h i ^ in 

perceived ability are attracted to spxxrt, rather than involvement in 

sports affecting their perceptions of ability. Traciitional youth spx)rt, 

then, would appear to be lacking for those children lower in perceived 

ability as Reverts (1984) notes: 

If we believe that the sport experience is valuable for 
children and are ccatimitted to the fullest develepatvent of 
children, then we must strive to hold the interest of all 
children - not just those vdio presently excel.. .We should 
not weed out certain children (p. 226). 

http://s3d.ll
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Maehr and Nicholls (1980) suggest that one way to enhance the motivation 

of all children is to Icxxk at the achievement goals vMch affect their 

behaviour. Ihese researchers prcpose that there are three forms of 

achievement goals - coirpetitive ability, sport mastery ard social 

approval. In ccatpetitive ability, individuals primary concern is with 

their own ability and how it relates to others. It is this goal which is 

typically encouraged in a traditional youth sport environment. In 

contrast, the focus in sport mastery gcals is on performance so that 

indiviciuals attempt to iirprove a skill in cotiparison to their own previous 

level. This gcal is similar to the process orientation (Dubois, 1980) at 

vftiich mociified sport programs aim in achieving. Thirdly, in social 

approval goals, individuals seek to gain approval from significant 

others. A plausible hypothesis for dropping cut of sport is that the 

activity dees not enable children to meet their achievenent goals. To 

encourage athletes to stay in sports, Roberts (1984) recommends the 

athlete's perception of ability be maintained by stressing sport mastery 

goals:..."this t:ranslates to de-errphasizing the outcome as a criterion of 

success and failure ard ertphasizing the athlete's performance within the 

activity" (p. 227). 

A recent stujfy by Vallerard ard his colleagues (Vallerand, Gauvin & 

Halliwell, 1986) also underscx)res the potential negative effects of a 

cearpetitive ability errphasis as it relates to the traditional exatpetitive 

setting. These researchers investigated the effect of rewards on 

perceived cxxtpetence in a zero-sum ccatpetition vtiere rewards are 

(iistributied unequally among participants based on their performance, such 

as in tournaments or vAien one player receives the Best ard Fairest award 
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offered by the league. Male 10 to 12 year olcis were randomly assigned to 

cx5nditions of winning and losing a stabilometer coarpetition and a Best 

Performance award was offered to tournament winners. The results revealed 

that subjects vAio lost displayed lower levels of perceived cxarpetence than 

subjects v*io won the ccatpetition. It is apparent that young athletes must 

be provided with, at least, scare sucxessful experiences if they are to see 

themselves as competent. 

Just as exaipetition per se has been shown to affect perceived corrpetence, 

so too has feec3back. One stuc^ most applicable to the spxirts domain is 

that by Vallerand (1983) v*io used athletes in a hockey-related task. 

Subjects viho received pxDsitive verbal feedback, in ciiffering amounts, 

experienced hi^er levels of feelings of competence and displayed hi^er 

levels of intrinsic motivation than subjects vfco received no verbal 

reinforcements. Althou^ this study ciid not show that changes in 

intrinsic motivation are actually caused by changes in perceived 

competenoe (the two constructs were siirply correlated), a later study by 

Vallerard and Reid (1984) confirmed this. Thus giving praise to young 

athletes is one iitportant way of increasing their intrinsic motivation 

since it allows them to feel cearpetent about themselves. There is also 

evidence that positive feedback enhances athletes' self-concept. Sander 

(1981) audio-tapjed the practice sessions of hi(^ school basketballers to 

ascertain the degree of pxjsitiveness of eacdi of the 30 ccaches observed. . 

The findings revealed that players of the positive reinforcement coaches 

were significantly hi^er in self-concept than those of the negative 

ccaches at the erd of the season. Further, despite similar self-concepts 

prior to the season, it was fourxi that athleties v^o played for the 
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negative reinforcing coaches decreased in self-conceprt: v^en compared to 

athletes ^lAio were not competing in the season. 

Smith and Smoll and their associates (Smith, et.al., 1978; Smith, Siroll, 

Hunt, Curtis & Coppel, 1979) also found relationships between these types 

of coaching behaviours ard baseballers' self-esteem in the first phase of 

their studies that were mentioned previously. It was found that youngsters 

vSio played for coaches v*io gave h i ^ levels of sipport (reinforcement and 

mistake-contingent encouragement) had hi^er self-esteem scores at the erd 

of the season than did chilciren v*io played for less sippxartive coaches. 

Further, lew self-esteem players appeared to be affected more 1^ 

ciifferences on these coaching behaviour ciiroensions than were players 

hi^er in self-esteem. However, because no preseason iteasures were 

gathered, such results are only suggestive of the possibility that certain 

coaching behaviours may affect levels of self-esteem. 

Nevertheless, further support for this hypothesis is provided in the 

second phase of this research. Smith, Smoll & Curtis (1979) found that 

children v*io played for those coaches v4io had been trained in the 

"positive approach" exdiibited a significant increase in self-esteem as 

cxatpared with scores cabtained a year earlier vAiereas control group 

chilciren ciid not. 

This group of researchers have also fourd evidence to suggest a link 

between coach's behaviour and athlete's p)erceived ccatpetence. Despite the 

absence of preseason measures, a significantly Icwer mean self-rating of 
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baseball ability was found for children vAio played for the technically 

instructive coaches (Smith, Snoll & Curtis, 1978; Smith, et.al., 1979). 

It was reasoned that an emphasis on technical instruction may malce players 

more aware of their skill limitations than does a nontechnical 

orientation. 

However, Horn (1985), v*io also investigated the relationship between 

coaching behaviours (as measured by the CBAS) and the self-carrpetence of 

individual junior athletes, fourd results inconsistent with those of Smith 

ard Smoll and colleagues (Smith, et.al., 1978; Smith, Smoll & Curtis, 

1979). H i ^ fre<3uencies of reinforcement ard non-reinforcement behaviours 

ciid not facilitate players' development of p)erceived ccmpetence over the 

season whereas punishment in response to a mistake was positively 

associated with self-cioatpetence. It was suggested that reinforcement ard 

non-reinforcement may have been negative coaching behaviours because they 

were given inappropriately or noncontingently to players' performance. In 

contrast, players v*io received relatively hi^er frequencies of cariticism 

for skill errors may have perceived such evaluation to be an indication 

that their coach attributed their failure to lack of effort and that the 

coach exqpected them to perform at a hi^er level, thus facilitating higher 

perceptions of ccatpetence in these players. 

Despite the dissimilar findings of the two studies, both suggest that 

particular exaching behaviours are related to dhildren's feelings about 

their ability. Therefore, in terms of the present stuciy, if the behaviour 

of mociified coaches ciiffers from that of traciitional ccaches, it is 
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possible that athletes' self-competence levels will also differ. It is 

interesting to note that althou^ Hom (1985) fourd that certain coaching 

behaviours were influential in ejplaining changes in players pserc^ytions 

of coatpeterjce, this was so only for practice behaviours, thus suggesting 

that players perc:eive their coaches' game behavicxurs as less salient 

indicators of their ability. Moreover, research in the eciucational setting 

has demonstrated that the measurement of instructional effectiveness is 

hi^ily dependent on the setting within vMch it is measured (Brophy & 

Evertson, 1976). In addition, it has been pointed out that coaches may 

adept a modified orientation ciuring competition but may be inconsistent in 

their approach when it comes to practice sessions thus the content of 

games ard practice sessions should be considered independently (Nettleton 

& Sands, 1985). In the present study, therefore, match and training 

behavicsurs were assessed separately. 

In summary, rocdified sport, by adapting game recjuirements to the capacity 

of the child, aims to provide sucxessful experierxies for its participants 

(Gibson, 1982; Lamb, 1985; Martens, 1978; Winter, 1983) and also aims to 

adept a process orientation. Indeed it has been suggested that sporting 

programs viiich errjiiasise sport-mastery goals, or a process orientation, 

should maintain children's perceptions of their ability (Roberts, 1984; 

Spink, 1983; 1986a; 1986b). Thus given that rocdified programs are 

successful in achieving these aims, it is expjected that these participants 

would pxxssess h i ^ levels of self-ccatpetence. This should also be the 

case for self-esteem levels since perceived ability is related to pxDsitive 

feelings of self-worth (Cocpersmith, 1967; Harter, 1982; Scanlan, 1982; 

Veroff, 1969). 
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In acidition, a number of studLes h i g h l i ^ t t he p o s s i b i l i t y of a 

r e l a t i onsh ip between ccaching behaviours ard a t h l e t e ' s self-esteem and 

self-competence (Hom, 1985; Sander, 1981; Smith e t . a l , 1978; 1979; Smith 

e t . a l , 1979; Vallerand 1983; Vallerand & Reid, 1984). Speci f ica l ly , 

research i r d i c a t e s t h a t px3sitive coaching behaviours a re r e l a t ed t o h i ^ 

self-ccatpetence and self-esteem leve l s (Sander, 1981; Smith e t . a l , 1978; 

1979; Smith, Smoll & Cur t i s , 1979; Vallerard, 1983; Vallerand & Reid, 

1984). Given t h a t modified ccaches s imi lar ly adept t h i s pos i t i ve approach, 

t h e i r a t h l e t e s would be expected t o have high self-esteem ard 

self-cx3mpeterx:e l e v e l s . 

Thus, t h e t h i r d hypothesis t e s t ed in the present study p o s i t s t h a t 

chilciren playing in the mociified ne tba l l program wi l l display h i ^ e r 

l eve l s of self-esteem and self-coatpeterce a t t he erd of the season (as 

measured by a mociification of Cocpersmith's (1967), Self-Esteem Inventory 

arxi a mociification of luciwig ard Maehr's (1967), Physical Self Test , 

respjectively) than chilciren involved in the t raci i t ional program v^en 

pre-season self-esteem ard self-cxatpetence scores are taken in to account. 

Anxdety 

Whether participation in hi^ily organized sport engenders urihealthly or 

excessive levels of psychological stress in chilciren has also been central 

to the youth sport debate for many years. However, it is only within the 

last decade that researchers have begun to systematically examine 

ccatpetitive stress in children's sport. In fact, a ree:ent survey of youth 

sport researchers and practitioners indicates that competitive stress is 
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considered one of the most iirportant psychological issues confronting that 

field (Gcxdd, 1982). 

As noted previously, scx̂ icil evaluation plays a significant role in 

organized sport. The theme urderlying most research about cxattpetitive 

stress appears to be that increases in the social evaluation pxatential are 

asscciated with increases in the amount of coatpetitive stress experienced 

by the participants (Scanlan, 1984). Thus cxarpetitive spxxrt is a 

stressful endeavour to scare chilciren in some circumstances. For instance, 

studies by Johnson (1949) ard Simon and Martens (1979) have shown that 

athletes of indiviciual sports exdiibit greater preccatpetition state anxiety 

than athletes of team sports, presuitably because the former fex:us directly 

on indiviciual performance. 

Nevertheless, even within the team sport contexrt: there are particular 

events that accentuate indiviciual performanc:e, thus increasing the social 

evciluation potential to high levels. In some early work, Hanson (1967) 

demonstrated the iitpact that indiviciual batting performance can have on 

the autonomic arousal levels of Little League baseball players. When at 

bat, players' heart rates escalated dramatically to an average of 166 

beats per minute (bpm) ccarpared to their mean resting rate of only 110 

bpm. No other event during the game caused arousal increases clcxse to the 

levels experienced v*ien batting. While this stucfy has a major shortcoming 

- the arousal measured could be caused by many things besides stress, such 

as excitement, elation and anger, it seems plausible that arousal 

increases reflected stress reactions by at least scate players. Moreover, 

that stress is a prc±)lem for certain irdiviciuals in certain situations. 
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has been confirmed by other youth sport research (e.g., Gould, Hom & 

Spreenan, 1983a, 1983b; Scanlan & Passer, 1979). 

Consecjiently, there has been a substantial amount of recent research 

directed tcwards understanding more about the sources of ccatpetitive 

stress in children. Psychological stress is manifested as state anxdety, 

that is, feelings of apprehension, tension and activation that occur as an 

immeciiate reaction to a situation that threatens one's self-esteem 

(Spielberger, 1966). In contrast to this transitory stress response, 

competitive trait anxdety (CTA) is a relatively stable personality 

disposition reflecting the tendency to perceive sport situations as 

threatening (Martens, 1977). Research has shown that both of these anxdety 

states are related. 

Indeed, one of the factors fourd to be preciictive of precorrpetition stress 

is this CTA. A good deal of research has found that h i ^ CIA children 

experience greater preccatpetition stress than lew CIA children (Gould, 

Hom & Spreeman, 1983a; Martens & Gill, 1976; Sĉ anlan, 1977; Scanlan & 

Lewthwaite, 1984; Scanlan & Passer, 1978; 1979). It has been suggested 

that h i ^ CTA youngster's stress reactions to ccarpetition stem directly 

from perceived athletic or motor skill deficits (Passer, 1984; Srroll, 

1986). Indeed, scare support for this contention cxates from the stucty by 

Gould and his colleagues (1983a) v*io fourd that h i ^ CTA wrestlers, 

compared to low CTA wrestlers, rated themselves lower in ability. 

However, a review ty Passer (1984) reveals that other investigators have 

not found sipport for this assunption, thus research appears to be 

ecjuivocal as to v̂ iether h i ^ CTA chilciren experience ccatpetitive stress 

because of a lack of perceived athletic skill (Smoll, 1986). 
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Nevertheless, there is evideroe vMch irdicates that irxiividuals low in 

perceived ability tend to exdiibit hi^er levels of stress than those h i ^ 

in their perceptions of ability. Yan Ian and Gill (1984), for example, 

examined the influence of self-efficacy on stress responses as measured by 

a state anxdety inventory cxatprised of three subscales, as well as heart 

rate. The findings most relevant to the present stucty were that vdien 

individuals were performing the lew-efficacicxis task, they r^x)rted 

significantly hi^er cognitive worry and somatic anxdety as well as lower 

self-confidence than viien they were performing the high-efficacious task. 

Thus, low perceived efficacy, or coatpeterx::e, was fourd to be acccatpanied 

by h i ^ stress levels. It seems, then, that ability appraisals play some ,, 

role in the amount of stress experierxied. 

Further irxiirect sipport for this supposition comes from two field studies 

corducted by Scanlan and Passer (1978, 1979). Ihese researchers icJentified 

factors relating to cxarpetitive stress among youth soccer participants. 

One of the sources of stress isolated was that of ejqpectations of 

successful performance. Specifically, it was fourd that players with low 

expectations of successful performance (in its broad sense, meaning 

equality of performance as well as outcome) in the game experienced greater 

pregaire stress than players with hi(^ expectations. Perceived ability is 

one component of how well one expects to perform at a task viiile other 

factors including interded effort, the perceived ciifficulty of a task, the 

degree to vdiich one feels mentally ard physically prepared ard one's own 

definition of success, may also ccmprise one's expectancy (Passer, 1984). 

Certainly these studies show that chilciren vdio perceive that the 
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pjerformaiKe demands of the game will exc:eed their own capabilities 

experierxie! stress v*ien anticipating the cxarpetitive event (Scanlan, 

1982). 

Mociification of youth sport reciuces performance demards on young athletes 

by making structural changes to the design of the game ard by reducing the 

requirements of the competitive situation. Smoll (1986), for one, 

suggests that this may be one way to reciuce potential sources of stress in 

young athletes. These alterations aim at enhancing participant's 

perceived ability. Therefore, given that there is a link between low 

perceptions of ccatpetence and high stress levels suffered by cdiildren, one 

would expect mociified participants to exhibit lower levels of 

precoarpetition stress than athletes participating in traditional versions 

viiere there may be a mismatch between p̂ erformance demards ard children's 

response capabilities ard v̂ iere a more product orientation is adopted. 

Indeed, in reference to this secord characteristic, there is research 

evidence to suggest that a preduct apprcach to organized youth sport is 

associated with hi^er anxdety levels in athletes. Scanlan and L̂ tfthwaite 

(1984) investigated stressors in young male wrestlers. One part of their 

stucty tested the relationship between athletes' prenatch cognitions-

ramely, thou^ts and worries about failure, about significant aciults and 

their performance and actual prematch stress. It was fourd that prematch 

worries about failure ard perceived parental pressure to participate (both 

of viiich are characteristic of a prociuct orientation) preciicted round 1 

prematch stress. Thus the hypothesis that hi^er prematch stress is 

asscxjiated with a more prcduct-oriented attentional focus was given some 

sipport. 
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Gould and his assexiiates (Gould, Hom & Spreeman, 1983b) also tested the 

origins of stress in male junior wrestlers by asking them to rate the 

degree to v*iich they typically exp̂ erienced 33 scxurce of stress items. 

When the results were factor analysed, three factors emerged - the first, 

v̂ iich accounted for 75 percent of the variance, clearly reflected fears of 

failure (e.g., I worry about lesing) ard feelings of inadecjuacy (e.g., I 

worry about going stale.) Therefore, both this ard the Scanlan and 

Lewthwaite (1984) stucfy indicate a relationship betrween the fear of 

failure in young athletes and their experience of h i ^ levels of stress. 

Ccsgnitions such as worrying atout losing are typical of an outcoate or 

prociuct orientation in ccatpetitive spx)rt. 

Furthermore, Passer (1983) has fourd evidence to suggest that similar 

sources of stress are also experienced by team sport youths. Testing male 

scxxer players, he fcxind sipport for the general hypothesis that fear of 

failure and fear of evaluation are significant sources of threat in h i ^ 

CIIA chilciren. As Scanlan {1978b) notes, the demards and epportunities 

that are most basic to the traditional approach to youth sport are those 

calling for the demonstration and evaluation of motor abilily. Yet, it is 

these pressures which seem to be asscciated with h i ^ anxdety levels in 

chilciren. Ihus one would expect modified sporting programs, with their 

process orientation ^Aiereby a sport mastiery goal is ertphasized, to be more 

conducive to reciucing participants' stress levels than would traditional 

approaches to children's sports. 
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Thus, the fourth hypothesis tested in the present study postulated that 

children playing in the modified netball program will display lower levels 

of state anxdety at the end of the season (as measured by the children's 

Competitive State Anxiety Inventory of Martens, Burton, Rivkin & Simon, 

1980) than children involved in the traditional program vdien preseason 

anxdety levels are taken into account. 

Attitudes 

The most ccatprehensive work that has been carried out on players' 

attitudes to ciate is that ty Smith ard Smoll ard their colleagues. The 

first phase of their research studies revealed that the behaviour of 

bas^aall and basketball exaches was related to the players' attitudes. 

Spjecifically, it was found that technically instructive behaviours were 

significantly associated with the players' attitude concerning the sport, 

the coach ard their teammates. Coaches v^o provided more technical 

instruction tended to have players v*io had more pcsitive attitudes toward 

their sport, their coach ard their teammates (Curtis et.al, 1979; Srrath 

et. al, 1978; Smith et. al, 1983; Smoll et. al, 1978). Moreover, players 

evaluated their sport, their coach ard their teammates more positively if 

they played for coaches with a tendency to engage in reinforcement and 

mistake-contingent ercouragement (Curtis, et. al, 1979; Smith et. al, 

1978; Smoll et. al., 1978). Thus, these results suggest that ccaches vAio 

cxanrttunicate instruction ard support should produce young athletes who have 

positive attitudes about their sport, their coach ard their teammates. 
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A number of exaching behaviours were also negatively related to these 

attitudes. Keeping exjntrol behaviours were negatively correlated with 

attitudes corxseming the sport, the coach and the teammates vAiile punitive 

behaviours (punitive technical instruction ard punishment) were negatively 

assexijiated with two attitudinal areas - the coach and teammates (Curtis, 

et.al., 1979; Smith, et.al., 1983). Additionally,coaches scoring h i ^ on 

the general encouragement dimension had players v*io evaluated basketball 

negatively (Smith, et.al., 1983). Generally, thou^, it would seem exaches 

v*io engage in punitive ard controlling behaviours may be assisting their 

athletes to develop negative attitudes about the spxxrt, the coach ard 

their tearartates. 

Further, the secoixi phase of these researchers' studies generally 

confirmed these initial findings. Despite the fact that there was no 

sigrdfleant ciifference between the won-lost records of the trained and 

control coaches, their behavioural ciiffererKes were reflected in their 

players' attitudes. Specifically, players vdio played for those coaches 

trained in the "positive approach" evaluated both the cxaoh aid the team's 

interpersonal climate more positively (Smith, Srroll & Curtis, 1979). 

In sum, then, these findings suggest that coaches v^o empdiasized 

reinforcement, erxxuragement ard technical instruction, that is those v*io 

adepted the "positive apprcach" to coaching, had athletes v*io felt 

positively about their sport, coach ard teammates v*dle coaches vdio 

exdiibited h i ^ levels of punitive and controlling behaviours had athletes 

v*io felt negatively about these three areas. Given that modified programs 
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attertpt t o adept a posit ive approach t o coaching, i t would be expected 

tha t these part icipants wil l ciisplay very positive at t i tudes toward the i r 

exaoh, t he i r teammates and the sport. Althou^ past research has rxst 

found any relationship between at t i tude towards the self ard specific 

ccaching behaviours, i t i s expected that coaches adcpting a positive 

apprcach wi l l have athletes viio eidiibit positive at t i tudes tcwards 

themselves, given the corc^jtual similarity between at t i tude towards self 

and h i (^ self-esteem and self-ccmpeterxze levels. 

Thus the final hypothesis tested in the present stuciy posited that 

chilciren playing in the mociified netball program will ciisplay more 

positive a t t i tudes tcward the i r coach, the i r teamnates, netball and 

themselves (as measured by a modification of the Smith, Smoll and Curtis 

(1979) a t t i tudinal questionnaire) than chilciren participating in the 

traciitional apprcach to netball . 



CHAPTER 2 

MEIHODOIiDGY 

Sample 

Ihe initial sample consisted of 170 junior netball players ard 20 coaches 

involved in modified and traditional netball programs in Victoria, 

Australia. 

Sixcty-five of these players ard ei^t ccaches were involved in a modified 

competition ard 105 players and 13 coaches were from a traciitional netball 

exmpetition. Owing to attrition (i.e., dropping out ard absenc:e on one of 

the testing ciays) the final sample consisted of 54 players ard 8 coaches 

in the modified cempetition and 88 players and 13 coaches in the 

traciitional cxarpetition. The teams involved in the mociified version were 

cirawn frcm the Geelong "Netta" netball exmpetition. The teams in the 

traciitional competitions were selected primarily from the Jfelboume 

Metrcpolitan area, with a few teams frcan country areas also sampled. 

Teams participating in the traciitional competitions were randomly selected 

from the five grades that encompass the traditional approach. 

In terms of prcDgram comparisons, the irxxiified program is cpen to both 

girls and boys of 7 to 10 years vAiile the traciitional cempetition is 

restricted to girls between the ages of 7 and 11 years. The mean age of 
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the modified sample in this stut^ was 8.20 years (SD = 0.83), the majority 

being female, with only four males tested. In contrast, the players 

saitpled in the traciitional approach consisted entirely of feirales with a 

mean age of 9.84 years (SD = 1.08). Ihe coaches in both prograins were 

predominantly female and varied in age from 19 to 40 years. 

Ihus, the total sample comprised 142 predominantly female junior netball 

players and 21 ccaches, only one of vhloh was male. 

Measurement Tools 

In order to assess the effects of the two approaches on coaches ard their 

players, comparisons in terms of skill iirprovement; observed ccaoh 

behaviours ciuring matches and training sessions; player self-esteem, 

self-exjrtpeterxze, anxdety ard attitude towards thoonselves, the coach, the 

teaitimates ard the spoxrt were made . 

Skills Assessment. The skill level of all players was assessed both prior 

to ard following the season. Five skills were selected from The All 

Australia Netball Association's Sequential netball lesson : Notes (Brown, 

1984). These skills were considered to represent the major areas of the 

game namely- throwing, landing ard pivotting, attack dodging ard catching, 

defending and goal shooting. All skills were assessed using adult sized 

balls and goal post heists. The assessment of the five skills was 

pilot-tested and, as a result, the deferxiing skill was 
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eliminated frcm the assessment since its performance necessarily involves 

the movement of two players making it difficult to stardardize. 

The four remaining skill tests were: 

1) A one-harded shoulder pass at a target three metres away ard atterrpted 

once with the domiinant hand ard once with the non-dominant hand; 

2) Catxii, lard, pivot ard ciisposal of the ball thrown frcm three metres 

away. Two attertptis were made-: One larding on the left foot ard 

pivotting anti-clockwise; the other landing on the ri^t foot and 

pivotting in a clexikwise direction; 

3) Dociging around three c±stacles and catching a ball thrown ahead of the 

player so that the landing is made at the fourth obstacle. A stop 

watch was used to time each subject; and 

4) Three attettpts at gcal shooting frcm a marker 1.5 metres from the 

post. 

Subjects were given a brief verbal description and one demonstration of 

the ex)rrect exeeaition of each skill by a confederate before they were 

recjuired to p)erform it themselves. A detailed description of the skills 

assessment appears in Â penciix B. 
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Ctoservation of COachincr Behaviours. An adaptation of the Coaching 

Behaviour Assessment System (CBAS) (Smith, et.al, 1977aX^\fas used to code 

the behaviour of exaches ciuring training sessions and matches. The CBAS 

is a behavioural assessment instrument that was develeped to permit the 

ciirect observation ard exding of ccaches' behaviour. It is cxatprised of 

12 behavioural categories classified into two major subclasses. Reactive 

behaviours are responses to either desirable performanc^es, miistakes or 

itiisbehaviours on the part of the players, vMle the spoxntaneous class is 

subdivided into game-related ard game-irrelevant behaviours initiated by 

the coach. The inter-rater reliability coefficients for the assessment 

proceciure have typically been in the h i ^ 0.80's (e.g., Smith, et.al., 

1978; Smith, Smoll & Curtis, 1979; Smith, et.al., 1977a; Smith, et.al., 

1983). 

While the original CBAS contains 12 categories, the version to be used in 

this stuciy contains only 10 items. Previous research in basketball (Smith 

et.al., 1983) has shown that the two categories to be omitted in this 

stuc^, nonreinforcement and ignoring miistakes, are difficult to score 

reliably because they recjuire the assurrption that the coach has observed 

the behaviour. Moreover, previous research has revealed no significant 

relationships between the behaviours that were ciisregarded and childrens' 

perceptions and attitudes (Smith, Smoll, Hunt, Curtis & Coppel, 1979). 

The CBAS categories used in the present stuciy are illustrated in T^le I. 

A more detailed description of each of the CBAS categories used in the 

present study is attached as Apperxiix C. 
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TABIE I 

The Coaching Behaviour Assessement System Categories 

Class I Reactive Behaviours 

A) Desirable performances 

1) Pcsitive reinforceirent 

B) Mistakes/Errors 

2) Mistake-contingent encouragement 

3) Mistake-contingent technical instruction 

4) Punishment 

5) Punitive technical instruction 

C) Misbehaviours 

6) Keeping control 

Class II Spontaneous Behaviours 

A) Game-related 

7) General technical instruction 

8) General encouragerrent 

9) Organization 

B) Game-irrelevant 

10) General exatiittunication 
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Self-esteem and Self-ceanpetence Measures. In order to t:est for any 

pre-post self-esteem changes, all players were aciministered an aciaptation 

of Cocpersmith's (1967) Self-Esteem Inventory. The scale was modified 

along the lines suggested by Smith, Smoll ard Curtis (1979) to include 

only 14 items. Six of these descriptive items referred to positive 

attributes (e.g., "I'm proud of myself" ; "I always to do the ri^t 

thing") v*iereas 8 were negative self-evaluative statements (e.g., "I'm a 

failure"; "I often wish I were scmeone else"). These reseaixhers used a 

5-po)int sc:ale for each item, however pilot-testing of the inventory 

revealed that players found having five alternatives too confusing. 

Consecguently, the scale was modified to include only three alternatives, 

ranging frcm "Not at all like me" to "Very much like me". Smith ard his 

colleagues (Smith, Smoll & Curtis, 1979) repo)rt adequate interitem 

reliability (alpAia coefficients of .63 at ages 10 to 12). The test-retest 

reliability coefficient over 12 months was .60 for ages of 10 to 12 

years. A sample of the self-esteem inventory used in the present stucfy is 

attached as Apperxiix D. 

Pre- and postseason self-coarpetence was measured using an inventory 

adapted from the Fhysical Self Test (ludwig & Maehr, 1967). The 10 items 

in this inventory are designed to explore directly the irxiiviciual's 

competence as a netball player. Seven of these refer to positive 

attributes (e.g., "I have good netball skills"; "I have the ability to 

make the Australian netball team") vMle three items are negative (e.g., 

"I would be ettibarrassed to have pecple watch me play netball"; "I worry 

that miy netball skills aren't as good as they should be"). Again, 

pilot-testing suggested that the scale be mxDdified to a 3-point form. 
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ramely- "agree", "in between ", "disagree". The original scale has been 

shewn to have acceptable reliability and validity (Iixiwig & Maehr, 1967). 

A copy of the self-ccatpetence inventory used in the present stucfy appears 

as in i^pendix E. 

Measurement of Anxdety. To ctotain an adequate measure of sport-specific 

state anxdety, each player was aciministered the children's form of the 

Competitive State Anxdety Inventory (CSAI-C) (Martens, Burton, Rivkin & 

Simon, 1980). This inventory is based on the theoretical developments of 

Spielberger, Gorsuch ard Lushene (1970) and is derived, in part, from the 

original Ccatpetitive State Anxdety Inventory constructed by Martens 

(1977). Structured with a four-choice format, the inventory coarprises 

five activation items (e.g., "I feel nervous", "I am tense" ) ard five 

deactivation items (e.g., "I feel at ease", "I feel coanfortable " ) . The 

inventory was used to assess pre- ard pjostseason stress levels and a copy 

of it appears in i?pperdix F. 

Measurement of Attitudes. At the end of the season, all players were 

aciministered a cjuestionnaire designed to measure their attitudes 

concerning the spo)rt, their teammates, their cxach and themselves. Ihe 

questions, v*iich were answered on a 7 point scale, were similar to those 

used ty Smith, Smoll arxi Curtis (1979). Two of the 12 questions focus on 

attitudes tcward netball (e.g., "How itiuch did you like playing netball 
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this year?"); one concerned the teammates (i.e., "Hew well ciid the players 

on your team get along"); four cjuestions centered on the coach (e.g., "How 

much does your coach know about netball?"); ard five cjuestions reflected 

an attitude txwards self construct (e.g., "How good do your parents think 

ycxu are in netball?"). Each of the response scales was anchored by an 

appropriate set of rating points. A sample of the cjuestionnaire used in 

the present study is attached as i^perdix G. 

Proceciure 

The study was conducted over a seven-month period. Prior to the 

coinmencement of the netball season, the skills assessment ard all four 

inventories were pilot-tested with a sample of junior players from local 

modified and tiraciitional netball competitions. Several measurement 

technicjues were subsecguently mociified, as described previously. 

Trainincf of Testers. Forty volunteer assistants, all of \A\om were famiiliar 

with the game of netball, were recruited as testers in the stuciy. Ihose 

assisting in the skill and psychological testing atterded a meeting in 

vdiich the netball skills were described and demonstrated, the instructions 

txx be given to the players were detailed ard the scoring procedures were 

explained ard practised. .Z^roxdmately 10 exxnfederates were assigned for 

each testing session. 

Ihose involved in the observation of exaches' behaviour were required to 

meet on three occasions so they could be trained in the use of the CBAS. 

The program included-

file:///A/om
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a) study of a tiraining manual (Smith, et.al., 1977b), exxntaining an 

explanation of the CBAS and instructions for its use; 

b) groip instruction, corduĉ ted by the author, in the use of the 

scxxring system; 

c) written tests in \*iich the trainees were recguired to define the 

CBAS categories ard score behavioural netball examples; 

d) the scoring of coaching behaviexurs from a videotape of a junior 

netball match; and 

e) instructions to practise using the CBAS in actual field settings 

by attending at least three local netball matches or training 

sessions. 

In order to ensure that all e±>servers demonstrated a h i ^ degree of 

expertise in the use of the CBAS, the trainees were not permitted to 

collect data unless they had successfully completed all components of the 

training regimen. In all, 11 testers carried cut the ceding. 

Sample Selection. One month prior to the beginning of the netball season, 

ccaches and players frcan the mxxiified ard traciitional netball exatpetitions 

were invited to participate in the stuciy. For the modified exmpetition, 

telephone nuiribers of the ccaches were obtained from the program 

co-ordinator. These coaches were contacted and the study briefly 

explained. All eight coaches agreed to participate. At this time 

arrangements were made for their players to attend the two testing 

sessions - the first, one week before the first match of the season and 

the secord, in the week following the cxarpletion of their exmpetition. 
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Ihe coaches were informed that their behaviour at matches ard at the 

skills sessions mi^t be observed on cxxasion. 

A different apprcach was used to make exxntact with the traditional netball 

ccaches. These ccaching inner suburban teams were rardoariLy approached on 

a graciing day held a fortni^t before the beginning of the season at Royal 

Park, the headquarters of the Victorian Netball Association. Ihe ex)untry 

ccaches were tel^^oned directly. Ihirteen traditional ceaches consented 

to participate. All agreed to organize their players to attend the two 

testing sessions and to provide details of their practice sessions. As 

with the mociifified coaches, they were informed that their behaviour itiight 

be rardoanly observed at training and matches. 

Because the traciitional competition began later than that of the modified, 

the testings were held on ciifferent ciays. Moreover, for the outer 

suburban ard country teams playing traciitional netball, the testing was 

held locally so as to be convenient for all participants. Despite these 

differences in times ard venues all players were tested at seme time both 

during the week before the beginning of the first match of the season ard 

ciuring the week following the last match of the season. 

Skill. Self-esteem Self-ccatpetence and Attitude Testing. On the day of 

preseason testing, letters were distributed to exaches and the parents of 

players informdng them more fully of the purpose of the stucfy. At each 

testing session, participants were randomly ciivided into small groups ard 

rotated arcurd six stations; four of vMch were activity 
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(skill) stations and at the remaining two, subjects completed the 

self-esteem and self-exarpetenc» inventories. 

Two or three testers were assigned to each skill station. They were 

instructed to record each subject's name, age and team membership ard then 

to describe and model the particular skill orxie. One assistant recorded 

each subject's score v*iile the other(s) assisted in the running of the 

skill. More detailed procedures for the scoring of skills are attached as 

Appendix H, vdiile i^pendix I provides a sample of the scoring sheet used 

for the skills assessment. 

At the cjuestionnaire stations, subjects were required to record their 

raire, age and team mernbership. A tester then read the instructions for 

the inventory to the groip ersuring that players understood v*iat was 

required of them. Each statement item was iread eiloud by one tester vAiile 

aixxther checked that all players circled their choice ard that none 

conferred with their teammates. In this way, all players at the station 

completed the questionnaires ird^)erdently tut simultaneously. Scoring 

proceciures for these two inventories are further described in i^perdix H. 

At the erd of the testing period, players were thanked ard reminded of a 

similar session that would be held after the season had finished ard at 

vMch their attendance was recjuested. The entire testing procedure 

averaged abcxut one hour in ciuration. 
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A similar procedure was iirplemented for the postseason testing. Seven 

stations were used: the four skill stations, the two inventory stations, 

as well as an additional station vdiere subjects completed the attitude 

questionnaire (Smiith, Smoll & Curtis, 1979). For the latter, players 

recorded their name, age ard team memibership; were read the instructions; 

ard respoxnded to each item ind^jerdently. Details of the scoring proceciure 

for the attitude questiormaire appears as Appendix H. 

When each player had visited all seven stations, a task which took 

approxdmately one hour, all children ard coaches were thanked for their 

participation in the stuciy. 

Anxdety Assessment. On the day of the first match of the season, anxdety 

inventories were ciistributed to all players participating in the study. 

Fifteen itdnutes prior to the coatimenceroent of the match, subjects completed 

their name, age ard team membership arxi were read the instructions to the 

cjuestiormaire. They were instructed to respond to the 10 itans 

independently by indicating their imrtediate feelings. The completed forms 

were then collected ard served as the preseason anxdety measure. The same 

k̂  procedure was carried out fifteen minutes before the final match of the 

season and served as the postseason anxdety measure. The scoring prcoeciure 

for this inventory is detailed in Apperxiix H. 
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CBAS Assessment. The coding of both modified ard traditional exaching 

behaviours was corducted throu^out the entire netball season ard occurred 

at the Saturday matches arxi skills sessions, as well as at the various 

weekday training sessions throu^out Victoria. Ccaching behaviours from 47 

matches and 27 training sessions were coded. Because the tniaciitiorial 

program was of a larger magnitude, 49 sessions were of this form (27 

matches and 22 training sessions), compared with 25 sessions of the 

modified type (20 matches and 5 training sessions). On five cccasions, two 

coders cAserved the same coach at the same time ard this data served to 

provide a measure of inter-rater reliability. Using Siedentop's (1976) 

intracAserver agreement method, the average reliability over the five 

testings was found to be an acceptable 82.8 percent across all categories 

of the CBAS inventory. 

As noted previously consent for c±servation was c±>tained prior to the 

ceanrrencement of the season, hewever the coaches were not told on v̂ iat 

particular occasions their behaviour would be coded. Thus, in utilizing 

the CBAS, eAservers stationed themselves at a pxxint from vMch they could 

observe the coach in an unc±trusive manner. Ctoservers ciid not introciuce 

themselves to tiie exaches nor ciid they indicate in any way that they would 

be cdDserving them. From the beginning of the e±servation to the end of 

I the session, coders recorded every behaviour the coach directed tcwards 

the players into one of the ten CBAS categories. Coders also recorded 

details of their observation including the length of time they observed 

the coach in minutes. A sample of the CBAS scoring sheet used appears as 

^̂ perxiix J. 
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Analyses of the Data 

In order to measure ciiffererces between modified ard traciitional players 

in terms of the varicus deperdent variables used seven separate analyses 

of covariance of the posttreatrrent scores, vMle statistically controlling 

for the preseason measures, were corxiucted. 

A second analysis focussed on the player attitude measures. To assess 

vdiether any of three attitudinal areas - spojrt, ceach and self - had 

interitem consistency, Croribach's (1951) alpha coefficients were 

ccarputed. Where intercorrelations within the three areas were greater 

than 0.70, the items were summed to yield separate measures of player's 

attitude. Then, to evaluate vAiether the children's attitudes differ 

between the modified ard traditioral approaches, a series of oneway 

analyses of variance in each of the four attitude areas, was corxiucted. 

Finally, in order to identi:^ the best ccmibination of overt ccaching 

behaviours vrtiich ciiscriminated between the modified ard traciitional 

approaches, stepwise discriminant analyses were corducted vdiere behaviour 

categories were entered into the analyses on the basis of their 

discriminatory pxwer. Ihis was carried out for match ard training coach 

behaviours. A third discriminant analysis was used to identify ccaching 

behaviours v*iich ciiscriminated between match and training sessions. 

All analyses in the stucfy were conducted using a significance level of 

0.05. 



CHAPTER III 

RESUIITS 

The results are presented in five sections corresponding to the indiviciual 

hypotheses previously ciiscussed. 

Skill Level 

The first hypothesis to be tested stated that children playing in the 

mociified netball program would show a significantly higher skill level 

after the season than children in the traciitional verions. Four basic 

skills were tested and Table II cxjntains the relevant descriptive data. 
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TABIE II 

Means and Standard Deviations of Skill Levels for _ 

Modified ard Traciitional Subjects Pre- ard Postseason 

SKILL MODIFIED N = 54 

Preseason Postseason 

TRADHTOJAL N = 88 

Preseason Postseason 

Shoulder Pass 

Pivotting 

Dodging 

Shooting 

M 

SD 

M 

SD 

M 

SD 

M 

SD 

4.444 

1.423 

6.093 

1.651 

3.148 

1.966 

4.648 

1.519 

5.685 

1.343 

7.130 

1.214 

5.685 

1.612 

6.056 

1.497 

4.659 

1.294 

5.511 

1.906 

4.364 

2.145 

5.671 

1.552 

5.205 

1.136 

6.318 

1.520 

6.193 

1.285 

6.386 

1.442 
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Analyses of covariance (ANOOVAs) were corxiucted on each netball skill. 

These revealed that modified players had significantly hi^er shoulder 

pass ard pivotting scores (F(l,139) = 7.96, p <.05 ard F(l,139) = 7.64, p 

<.05, respectively) at the end of the season than traciitional players, 

vftien preseason scores were taken into aexount. The ANOOVAs for the 

dodging arxi shcxxting skills, on the other hard, were not found to be 

significant at the 0.05 level. ANOOVA tables for the four netball skills 

appears as i^pendix KL to K4. 

CoachincT Behaviours 

A total of 14,117 behaviours were ceded during 74 netball match ard 

training sessions. Since the time duration of the sessions varied, the 

frequency ciata within the CBAS categories were converted to rate scores 

per minute by diviciing the behaviour frequencies by the nurnber of miinutes 

the match or training sessions were observed. The mean length of 

c*servation was 46.57 minutes. 

Prior to testing the secord hypothesis, match and training behaviours were 

compared by collapsing over the mxxiified ard traditional groups. This was 

done to determine whether match and training behaviours ciid, in fact, 

differ as has been suggested by other researchers (Hom, 1985). 

The descriptive statistics for match ard training behaviours are presented 

in Table III. 
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TABIE III 

Means ard Standard Deviations of Coaches' Match ard Training Behaviours 

(per minute) 

MATCH N 47 TRAINING n =27 

CBAS CATEGORY Rank M SD Rank M SD 

General technical 
instmiction 

Positive reinforcement 

Mistake-contingent 
technical instruction 

General encouragement 

Organization 

Punitive technical 
instruction 

Mistake-contingent 
erxxxuragement 

General communication 

Punishment 

Keying control 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

1.017 

.776 

.591 

.364 

.195 

.544 

.363 

.348 

.206 

.173 

2 

4 

1 

10 

3 

1.243 

.490 

1.432 

.079 

.853 

.388 

.316 

.618 

.102 

.429 

.181 .190 .435 .332 

7 

8 

9 

.0 

.175 

.115 

.045 

.018 

.158 

.120 

.075 

.029 

9 

8 

6 

7 

.123 

.132 

.212 

.157 

.104 

.099 

.231 

.135 
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In order to identify the cxaribination of behaviours vvhich ciiscriminated 

optimally between match ard training sessions, a stepwise discriminant 

analysis based on miinimizing the overall Wilks' lambda was corducted. The 

cearplete ciiscriirdnant ecjuation appears as i^perdix M-1. 

The analysis revealed a signficant ciif ference between exaches' match and 

t:raining behaviours (^ = 96.74, df = 8, p <.05). This discriminant 

function had a total discarimiinatory power of about 75.31 percent 

(Tatsuoka, 1971). Mistake-contingent technical instruction was the rrost 

ciiscriminating behaviour with the mean for tiraining being hi^er than that 

for matches. Other important discriminators included positive 

reinforcement and general encouragement, with the mean nurriber of 

behaviours for both of these variables hi^er for match than training 

situations; and punishment ard organization, with these means higher for 

training than match sessions. 

Given that match ard training behaviours ciiffered significantly, the 

behaviour of mociified ard traditional coaohes were corrpared, firstly in 

the match situations ard then for the training sessions. The secord 

hypothesis to be tested stated that coaches working in the modified 

setting would exdiibit more reinforcing, encouraging ard technical 

instructive behaviours ard fewer punitive ard controlling behaviours than 

those exaches working within the traditional framework. Table IV 

illustrates the descriptive statistics for modified and traditional coach 

behaviours during the match sessions only. 
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TABIE VE 

Means and Starxiard Deviations of Mociified and 

Traciitional Coaches' Behaviours (per minute) in Match Situations. 

MDDIFIED N = 20 TRADITIONAL N = 27 

CBAS CATEGORY Rank M SD Rank M SD 

General technical instruction 1 1.318 .641 2 .794 .319 

Mistake contingent technical 
instruction 

Positive reinforcement 

General encouragement 

Organization 

Punitive technical instruction 

Mistake-contingent 
encouragement 

General exanmimication 

Punishment 

Keeping exjntrol 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

.873 

.709 

.287 

.260 

.229 

.128 

.093 

.054 

.008 

.321 

.281 

.190 

.230 

.228 

.087 

.072 

.089 

.014 

4 

1 

3 

6 

7 

5 

8 

9 

10 

.383 

.826 

.420 

.146 

.145 

.210 

.130 

.039 

.026 

.181 

.412 

.203 

.094 

.150 

.189 

.146 

.064 

.034 
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In order t o i d e n t i c t h e combination of match behaviours v*iich 

discriirdnated optimally between t h e modified and t r a d i t i o n a l ccaches, a 

stqpwise ciiscriminant ana lys is was corducted. The complete ciiscriirdnant 

ecjuation appears as i^pperxiix M-2. 

A s ign i f i can t difference was fourd between modified ard t rac i i t ional 

coaches' tehaviexur ciuring match s i t ua t i ons (')(̂  = 55.25, df = 6, p < 

. 05). The discr iminatory power showed t h a t about 72.14 percent of the 

t o t a l v a r i a b i l i t y of t h e discriminant function was a t t t i b u t a b l e t o groip 

differences (Tatsuoka, 1971). The most dlscariminating va r iab le was 

mistake-contingent technica l ins t ruc t ion , with modified coaches exdiibiting 

a h i ^ e r mean for t h i s behaviour than t r a d i t i o n a l ceaches. Other gcx>d 

discr iminators included general encouragement, i n vdiioh t raci i t ional 

coaches displayed a higher mean, ard organization, in v ^ c h mociified 

coaches shewed a higher mean nurnber of behaviours corrpared t o t r a d i t i o n a l 

coaches. 

The second hypxxthesis was a l so t e s t ed in terms of coaches' t r a i n i n g 

behaviours. Table V presents the descr ip t ive s t a t i s t i c s for modified and 

t rac i i t ional coach behaviours ciuring t h e t r a i n i n g sessions only. 
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TABIE V 

Means ard Standard Deviations of Mociified ard 

Traciitioncil Coaches' Behaviours (per minute) in Training 

Situations 

MODIFIED N = 5 TRADTTICa^AL N =22 

CBAS CATEGORY Rank M SD Rank M SD 

General technical 
instruction 

Mistake-contingent 

1.178 .457 

Mistake-contingent 
encouragement 

Punit ive technica l 
instrruction 

Keeping oontrol 

General exanraunioation 

General encouragement 

Punishment 

.214 .204 

1.258 .381 

technical instruction 

Organization 

Pcsitive reinforcement 

2 

3 

4 

1.222 

.826 

.664 

.521 

.621 

.412 

1 

3 

5 

1.480 

.859 

.451 

.639 

.393 

.287 

.103 .055 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

.198 

.194 

.126 

.084 

.058 

.138 

.288 

.086 

.083 

.042 

4 

7 

8 

10 

6 

.487 

.149 

.134 

.078 

.246 

.341 

.079 

.103 

.107 

.242 
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In order to identify the exanbination of training behaviours viiioh 

discriminated optimally between the mociified ard traditional coaches, a 

stepwise discariminant analysis was corducted. While it is acknowledged 

that the sample size (N = 5) for the mociified ceaches was small for this 

typ)e of analysis, it is worth rxxting that the main corxiition for the use 

of discriminant analysis (ie., a total sample size at least two times the 

number of variables examined) as outlined ty Tatsuoka (1970) was 

satisfied. Furthermore, this sample of five randeanly represented the 

totality of practices conducted under the modified structure v*iere skill 

sessions are held to a mdnimum. The complete ciiscriminant equation appears 

as î perxiix M-3. 

A significant ciif ference between mociified ard traciitional coaches' 

behaviour ciuriiig training sessions (^ = 13.19, df = 6, p <.05) was 

revealed. This ciiscriminant function had a total discriminatory power of 

about 41.98 percent (Tatsuoka, 1971). Mistake-contingent encouragement 

arxi keeping control were good ciiscariminators, with mociified coaches 

exdiibiting hi^er means for toth behaviours than traciitional ccaches. 

Mistake-contingent technical instruction ard punishment also achieved good 

discrimination, based on the standardized ciiscriminant function 

coefficients, ard the mean number of behaviours for these two categories 

were hi^er for traciitional coaches than for their mcdified cexunterparts. 
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Self-Esteem and Self-Competence 

The third hypoxthesis under test was that children playing in the mociified 

program would display hi^er levels of self-esteem and self-competerce at 

the erd of the season than chilciren involved in the traditional program. 

The descriptive statistics relevant to the pre- ard postseason self-esteem 

and self-competence results for both groips are presented in Table VI. 
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TABIE VI 

Means ard Standard Deviations of Self-Esteem ard Self-Competence 

for Modified and Traciitional Subjects Pre- ard Postseason 

MODIFIED N = 54 TRADITIONAL N = 88 

Self-esteem M 

SD 

Self corrpetence M 

SD 

Preseason 

33.519 

3.720 

24.000 

3.262 

Pcstseason 

34.593 

4.114 

24.093 

3.042 

Preseason 

33.375 

3.849 

23.977 

2.857 

Postseason 

33.886 

4.004 

24.489 

2.994 
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Ihe ANOOVAs for self-esteem and self-competence were not fc3und to be 

significantly different for modified and traditional groups (F( 1,139) = 

0.33, p >.05 ard F(l,139) = 0.59, p >.05, respectively. A summary of these 

ANOOAs appears as Appendix K5 and K6. 

Further analyses sou^t to clarify these relationships. Using the pre-

ard pcstseason self-esteem ard self-coarpetence medians, the player sample 

was divided into low ard h i ^ self-esteem ard self-ccarpetence groips. 

This was to ascertain the change of subject numbers in each group frcm 

pre- 1x» postseason. For self-esteem, 44 percent of modified subjects were 

intially classified into the h i ^ self-esteem gtxap ard this increased to 

52 pjercent after the season. A smaller increase from pre- to postseason 

also cccurred with the traciitional players - namely, from 43 to 46 

percent. Similarly, there were 48 percent of traditional subjects falling 

in the h i ^ self-competence groip before the season ard 52 percent 

following the season. Hewever, the nuirtoer of modified subjects dropped 

from 46 to 41 pjercent in the h i ^ self-competence groip frcm pre- to 

postseason. 
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Anxdety 

The fourth hypothesis to be tested stated that children playing in the 

mociified program would display lower levels of anxdety at the erd of the 

seascai than those playing in the traciition program. In terms of preseason 

measures, the mean anxdety score for modified subjects was 19.093 (SD = 

5.133) ard for traciitional subjects, 19.261 (SD = 4.615). The mean anxdety 

score was reciuced for both group after the season with mociified subjects 

averaging 15.407 (SD = 4.640) ard the traditional subjects averaging 

16.568 (SD = 4.707). Ihese descriptive data are presented in Table VII. 
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TABLE VII 

Means and Standard Deviations of Anxiety for Mociified ard 

Traciitional Subjects Pre- ard Postseason 

MODIFIED N = 54 

Preseason Postseason 

TRADinC»IAL N = 88 

Preseason Postseason 

M 

SD 

19.093 

5.133 

15.407 

4.640 

19.261 

4.615 

16.568 

4.707 
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The ANOOVA for anxdety revealed a non-signif icant r e s u l t (F( 1,139) = 2.05, 

p > .05) . The ANOOVA t a b l e appears as Apperxiix K7 

A median s p l i t frecjuency ana lys is was corducted and t h i s shewed t h a t 

subject nuinbers f a l l i n g in t h e lew anxiety category increased s l i ^ t l y 

frcm p r e - t o pexstseason: t h a t i s , frcm 57 t o 61 percent for t he mociified 

sample and frcm 51 t o 52 percent for t he t r a d i t i o n a l subjec ts . 

At t i tude 

The final hypothesis to be tested stated that chilciren playing in the 

modified setting would display more positive attitudes toward their coach, 

teammates, the spoxrt of netball ard themselves than the chilciren in the 

traciitional apprcach. Before testing this, it was necessary to assess the 

interitem consistency of those attitudinal sub-areas \f\*iich contained more 

than one cjuestion. Cronbach's (1951) alpiia ccefficients were corrputed to 

assess this. Ihe intercorrelations for those cjuestions relating to 

attitxide towards the ceach revealed an alp*ia of 0.7065, while those 

questions relating to attitude tcwards the self revealed an alpha of 

0.7620. Consequently, these cguestions were summed to yield two measures -

player's attitude towards the ceach ard player's attitude towards 

themselves. In contrast, the low alpha coefficient for attitude towarcis 

the sport (0.4345) suggested that the two spxxrt (questions were not 

measuring the same thing. Thus, cguestion one - netball this year 

(referring to players' liking of netball this year) ard cjuestion 12 -

netball change (referring to v*iether players liked netball more or less 

than they ciid at the beginning of the season), were assessed separately. 

The descriptive statistics for each of the five attitudinal measures 

appear in Table VEII. 
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TABIE VEII 

Means and Standard Deviations of the Five Attitudinal 

Measures for Mociified ard Traciitioral Subjects 

ATTITUDE MODIFIED N = 54 TRADITIC»1AL N = 88 

MEASURE M SD M SD 

Significance 

Netball -

this year 6.741 0.705 6.716 0.726 0.04 0.842 

Netball -

change 

6.407 0.901 6.671 0.638 4.13 0.044 

Teammates 6.296 1.268 6.466 0.772 0.98 0.323 

Ceach 25.870 3.053 25.705 3.071 0.98 0.755 

Self 29.389 3.739 29.239 3.784 0.53 0.818 
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Oneway analyses of variance revealed that only netball - charige was 

significant. However, because the homogeneity of variance assurrption 

appeared to be violated on this measure ard on the teammates item, 

Maim-Whitney tests were also corducted on these two measures. Neither 

netball-change ( UL = 2105.5, N = 142, p >.05) nor teammates ( tl = 

2309.0, N = 142, p >.05) were found to be significant. Thus, none of the 

five attitudinal measures shewed significant differences, between mcdified 

ard traciitional samples. A summary of ANOVA ard Mann-Whitney tables for 

the attituciinal measures appears as Apperdix LI to L4. 



CHAPTER IV 

DISCUSSiai 

This study was designed to cortpare the effectiveness of a modified 

apprcach to netball for children with a traciitional version of the game in 

terms of skill improvement, self-esteem and self-exarpetence, anxdety, 

attitudes ard coaching behaviours. The results generally did not sipport 

the research hypotheses. The results revealed that neither approach was 

clearly superior, tut rather both the modified ard traciitional versions of 

spo)rt have merit. In order to ciiscover more about vAiere the value of each 

approach lies, this ciiscussion will consider the five variables in turn. 

Certain limitations v*iich restrict the findings of the stuciy are then 

described, as are the iirplications emanating from this research. Finally, 

particularly salient avenues of investigation in the future are suggested. 

Ihe results relating to skill develcpment shewed that, in all of the four 

fimdamental skills tested, both modified ard traditional participants 

imprc3ved their skill levels by the end of the season. Analyses of 

covariance revealed significant ciifferences in two of the skills 

assessed. It was found that participants in the modified program 

exdiibited significantly higher levels of skill accjuisition in the shoulder 

pass and pivotting tasks v*ien their initial skill level was taken into 

account. For the remaining two skills, dcdging and sheo)ting, traditional 

athletes achieved a sli^tly hi^er level at the erd of the season 

exmpared to their modified exxunterparts, but this ciif ference was not fourd 

to be significant. 
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Ihese results suggest that in at least two basic netball skill areas, 

players frcan a mociified approach are likely to inprove more in a season 

than are traditional participants. This mi^t be explained ty the fact 

that modified approaches aim tx> allow more equal, less specialized 

participation (Evans & Davis, 1980; Gibson, 1982; Martens et.al, 1984; 

Morris, 1986; Parkin, 1980). 

Hewever, these arguments fail to esplain v*iy corxxxnitant increases for 

modified players were not observed in the dodging ard shcxoting skills. 

Perhaps this is because these skills dqperd to a large extent on natural 

ability- speed ard agility, in the case of dodging; and eye, brain ard 

muscle co-ordination, in the case of goal shooting. In contrast, shoulder 

passing ard pivotting skills can be more easily tau^t given sourd 

instruction - v^oh leg to step forward with viien throwing; ard v̂ iich 

ciirection to most efficiently pivot, for instance. Ihe modified apprcach 

emphasizes such teaching as irdicated in this stuc^ by hi<^ rates of 

general technical instruction exdiibited by mociified coaciies in match ard 

training sessions. Indeed in both situations this behaviour, vAiich 

provides instiruction relevant to techniques ard strategies, was the most 

common out of all the CBAS categories for mociified ccaches. Thus modified 

players may have eriharxzed their passing aid pivotting skills because these 

skills are more amenable to instruction than dcxiging ard shooting. 

Another plausible explanation concerns the frecjuency with v*iich certain 

skills are required in order to play itettall. Both dcdging ard shooting 

skills are essential in order to clear a defender so a pass can be 

received ard to score a goal. In contrast, the execution of shoulder pass 

ard pivotting skills, at least at a junior level, are not necessary in 

order to achieve the aim of netball - scoring gexals. Most young players 
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f ind a two-harded chest pass easier to master and would naturally rely on 

this style of passing vftien learning the game rather than the shexilder pass 

vMch recguires more attention to technique and more strength. Similarly, 

other means can be used to face the player the thrower wishes to ciirect 

her pass tcwards- such as pivcxtting inwards ratiier than outwards. 

Moreover, both these skills were tested using the non-domiinant, as well as 

the doaninant sides, therefore they are more complex ard less essential 

skills than dcdging ard shcxoting. It is plausible that modlfieation has a 

positive effect on the development of these more risky skills because the 

approach attenpts to emphasize a process or performance orientation (All 

Australian Netball Association 1981; Western Australian Netball 

Asseciation, 1980). This should encourage modified participants to 

practise a variety of skills regardless of v*iether success is the result. 

On the other harxi, there has been a terderxy in the traditional approach 

to fex:aas on the prociuct or exutccme ard so these players mi^t sacrifice 

atterrpts at performing skills vAiich are not necessary ard mi^t well erd 

in failure, in order to achieve a desirable outccate. Thus, their skill 

improvement in the more ccarplex tasks of shoulder pass ard pivotting might 

be less than that of mociified players because these skills are rxDt 

practised in matxhes or emphasized in training. 

Irdeed, a recent study by Fry and his associates (Fry, McClenents & 

McEwen, 1987) has fourd that a modified approach ultimately facilitates 

the development of more ccmplex skills in young players. IXiring the first 

two years of ice hockey participation, an instiructional program, v*iich 

emphasized skill learning ard fun tut not competition, had little effect 

on the development of the more complex skills of agility skating ard puck 

handling. However, there was a dramatic iirprovement in the performance of 

these skills in the third year of participation for the instructioncil 
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participants and a decline for the team (traciitional) participants. 

Since, in the present stucty, improvements in the more complex skills by 

mociified players were eviderxied only after one season; it is possible that 

the difference would be exacerbated at the end of a three year peried. 

It is also worth noting that despite the siperiority over traciitional 

participants in these two skill areas, mcdified players were ciisadvantaged 

in the performance of the skill tests. The assessments were conducted 

using ball sizes, gcal post heists ard stepping rules of the aciult or 

traditional game, therefore mociified participants would have had less 

ejperience playing under these dimensions and rule alterations. One of 

the major oppositions to adopting a modified apprcach to junior sport is 

that, if it is used as a training grourd for aciult approaches, players 

must aciapt to altered playing conditions (Evans, 1980) ard to ciifferences 

in rules (All Australian Netball Association 1985). Thus skills learned 

under a mociified regimen may not be directly transferable to a traciitional 

version. However, given that mociified players in the present stuc^ 

improved over the course of the season in all fcxur skill areas, ard 

especially in the shoulder pass ard pivotting while being tested using 

aciult requirements, this criticism appears to have little credence, at 

least for the sport of netball. 

One of the major limitations of the skills assessment appeared to be the 

terdency of children in a group to watch the early performers of a 

particular skill ard learn from their mistakes or successful attempts. 

Althou^ this observational learning effect was minimized by organizing 
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small groips and by oocipying all grcxps at ciifferent tasks, future 

research should consider the testing of players in isolation. This would 

eliminate the acivantage the latter performers of a groip have of seeing 

the skill executed a number of times before their own attempts. Further, 

in the present study, each skill was attempted by a player either once, 

twice or three times. Perhaps a fuller examination of skill level could 

be made if players were allowed more attenpts at each skill task. 

Ihis stucty was also interested in examining ccaching behaviours. The 

first analysis relevant to this area revealed that, regardless of the 

program structure, there was a significant ciif ference between coaches' 

match and training tehaviexurs. Ihis is consistent with research vAiich has 

denxxnstrated that the measurement of instructional efficacy depends on the 

setting within vAiich it is assessed (Brc^y & Evertson, 1976; Hom, 

1985). Generally, ccaches exdiibited more mistake-contingent technical 

instruction, organization ard punishment behaviours during training 

sessions, vAiile positive reinforcement ard general encouragement were 

caramon behaviours for coaches in match situations. Thus, because coaches 

generally seened to behave in different ways in matches and training 

sessions, the cxmparisors between modified ard traditional coaches were 

considered in both settings separately. 

The secord research hypothesis posited that mxxiified coaches would exdiibit 

more reinforcing encouraging ard technically instructive behaviours ard 

fewer punitive ard controlling behaviours compared to tiraditioral ceaches. 

However, the results did not generally provide sipport for this prediction 

either in matches or trainings. Irdeed, there did not appear to be any 

clear trerds to the behaviour of modified or traditional coaches. 
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F i r s t l y , p o s i t i v e reinforcement did ixxt ciiscriminate between modified ard 

t radi t ionci l ccaches i n e i t h e r s e t t i n g , a l t h c u ^ t h i s was the most coanmon 

typje of behaviour for t r a d i t i o n a l coaohes t o exdiibit in matches. This 

does not s ippor t research by Smith, Smoll and Curt is (1979) who found t h a t 

t r a ined coaches - these one would expect t o be s imi lar t o mxxciif ied coaches 

i n t h e present study-displayed s ign i f i can t ly more reinforcement behaviours 

vMch dis t inguished them from t h e control- t raci i t ional-ceaches. 

A fur ther ind ica t ion t h a t mxxiified exaches ciid not successfully adept a 

pos i t i ve apprcach cemes from an examination of the encouraging 

behaviexurs. Mistake-contingent and general encouragement discriminated 

between t h e two coach groips i n matches, but with t raci i t ional exaciies 

exdiibiting s ign i f i can t ly more of these behaviours than tiie mxxiified 

leaders . A recent study t y Spink (1988b) s imi la r ly fourd t h a t premiership 

(tracii t ional) jun io r footbal l p layers received more encouragement frcan 

t h e i r coaches than did t h e chi ldren in the c l i n i c (mociified) approach 

ciuring games and p rac t i ce s combined. Hewever, i n the present study, t he 

strong tendency for t r a d i t i o n a l coaches t o favour enccxuraging behaviours 

in t h e i r exanmunications t o p layers in matches was rxxt borne out in 

t r a i n i n g s . In t h i s s e t t i n g , encouragement following a p l a y e r ' s mistake 

ciiscriminated between the tiwo groups with mociified ccaches providing 

s ign i f i can t ly more of t h i s type of behaviour than t raci i t ional coaches. 

Ihus, in p r ac t i c e s , soane s ippor t of t he hypothesis was found, however the 

reverse t rend erterged vAien match behaviours were considered. 

A s imi la r p i c tu r e of ecguivocation exdsi:s with t h e technica l ly instrucrt:ive 

behaviours. As expected, general in s t ruc t ion and ins t ruc t ion following a 
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player's mistake discriminated between the two groups of coaohes, with the 

mociified leaders ciisplaying hi^er amxxunts of these behaviours than their 

traciitional counterpaits ciuring matches. Certainly this supports the view 

that mociified programs are "teaching" environments v*iere skill development 

is emphasized. Spink (1988b) also fourd that clinic coaches provided 

significantly more general (tut not mistake-contingent) technical 

instruction than premiership ceaches. However, in the training sessions 

of this study, mistake-contingent technical instruction was fourd to be a 

gcxod discriminator in favour of the traditional coaches' behaviours. 

Given that in both settings ard under toth prograins, technically 

instructive behaviours were very ceanmon (ranging between the most popular 

to the fourth itxst popular behavioural category) there dees not appear to 

be ciistinct coaching ciifferences between the apprcaches overall. 

Mcdified ceaches, then, did not clearly favour reinforcing, encouraging 

ard technically instructive behaviours ceatpared to traciitioral coaches. 

Despite the moxiified program's aim of establishing a positive, ercouraging 

environrtent with ertif̂ iasis on enjoyment ard skill (All Australian Netball 

Association 1981; Geelong Netball Association, 1986; Western Australian 

Netball Association, 1980), it appears that this positive apprcach to 

coaching is not fully realized. Perhaps this is due to the fact tiiat the 

modified coaches did not receive any specific training as to how best to 

relate to their young athletes. Awareness of the theory behind a positive 

approach to ccaching is not ecjuivalent to actually putting these 

principles into practice. It seems that if mociified coaches are to 

achieve their aim, then they need to be trained in the psychology of 

coaching children. A program similar to the one implemented by Smith, 
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Smoll and Cur t i s (1979) i n t h e i r "pcs i t ive approach" could be used as a 

guicieline. As noted previously, these researchers were able t o 

demonstrate t h a t ceaches t r a ined t o empley sourd psyoholcgical techniques 

i n t h e i r coaching ac tua l ly ejdiibited significantJ.y more reinforcenent 

behaviours than ccaches v*io did not receive such t r a i n i n g . Of course, t he 

eciucation of coaches should rojt exclude the t rac i i t ional leaders e i t h e r . 

Irdeed, L o n ^ u r s t (1985) has rxxted t h a t t he prcport ion of ne tba l l coaches 

who have been involved in t h e National Ccaching Accredilat ion Scheme i s 

lew exarpared t o coaohes from other junior spor t s . 

Modified exaches ciid not general ly display fewer puni t ive behaviours than 

t rac i i t iona l exaches e i t h e r , a l t h o u ^ in t r a in ing si txiat ions, punishiient 

ciistinguished t h e tiwo groips with t raci i t ional coaches exdiibiting a h i ^ e r 

mean number of these behavicxirs. In t o t a l i t y , however, t he puni t ive 

behaviours of bexth mxxiified and t r a d i t i o n a l exaches did not eccur 

frequently, rK>r were t he re any other c l ea r ciiscariminations between the 

two types of exaches in t h i s respect . This p a r a l l e l s t he research by 

Spink (1988b) v4io found t h a t ne i the r punishment nor puni t ive technical 

in s t ruc t ion ciistinguished between the behaviour of premiership or c l i n i c 

coaohes in f cx tba l l . 

Another coaching behaviour worth mentioning concerns keeping cont ro l . 

Results revealed t h a t mociified coaches exdiibited more keeping control 

behaviours in t r a i n i n g sessions than ciid t r a d i t i o n a l coaches ard t h i s 

occurred in t h e Spirik (1988b) stucty for games and p rac t i c e s as wel l . 

Since p layer misbehaviour ard i t s subsecjuent correc t ion by t h e coach 
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detracts frcm the time available to teach ard learn new skills, this is 

further eviderxDe that modified programs may not be fulfilling their aim of 

stressing skill develop«aent. 

Modified ccxaches also showed significantly more organization behaviour in 

match situations than their traditional counterparts. This behavicxur 

refers to aciministrative organization such as reminding players of their 

position on court. The more frecjuent use of this by mociified coaohes 

exjuld possibly be ejplained by the significantly younger age of the 

mociified participants, v*io mi^t need more assistance in this regard. 

Hewever, the observation of these ccaches suggested that the participants 

were frequently overloaded with information ard denied the opportunity to 

make organizational decisions withexut aciult intervention. A number of 

researchers have noted that the loss of control over decision-making 

powers, the less of a sense of "cwnership" in a sporting event, has the 

potential to diminish children's intrinsic motivation (Thomas, 1978; 

Weiriberg, 1981) ard to restrict their learning experience (Coakley, 1980; 

Devereux, 1976). By yelling directiors from the sidelines, ccaches are 

likely to distract young players, disripting their attention to the ac:tion 

and thus their potential to enjcxy the game (Kleiber, 1981). Therefore, in 

their desire to be helpful arxi si^portive of players, modified coaches may 

be reciucing ciiilciren to pawns in an adult game. 

In general, it seems there is little eviderxie to support the hypxxthesis 

that mociified coaches ciisplay h i ^ levels of reinforcement, encouragement 

ard instruction ard low levels of punitive and controlling behaviours. 
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Ihe training of coaches would ensure scare sort of uniformity in t±ie nature 

of their coaching ard facilitate their effectiveness in relating to young 

players. Certainly, the need to provide educational programs for coaches 

has been noted by numerous researchers (e.g. lombardo, 1982; Nettleton & 

Sards, 1985; Orlick, 1986; RcAxertson, 1982; Smith & Smoll, 1978; Smith, 

Smoll & Curtis, 1979; Smoll & Smith, 1981). 

In terms of the third hypothesis, analyses of covariance failed to reveal 

any significant ciifferences in the self-esteem and self-exarpetence levels 

of mociified and traditional participants, althou^ toth groups improved 

sli^tly over the cxxurse of the season. There are a number of possible 

explanations as to v^y the hypothesized siperiority of mcdified players in 

terms of self-esteem and perceived competence was not sipported in this 

stuc3y. 

Firstly, mociified retball may not have achieved its aim of adopting a 

process or performance orientation. Despite the structural changes made 

to the itKxdified program, its effect may not be achieved unless the adults 

involved reinfoiroe such things as personal improvement rather than winning 

or losing. As Nettleton and Sards (1985) write: " people within the 

established structure of children's sport v^ether it be aciult-orientated 

or mociified rules influence the motives and behaviour of participants as 

much, if not more, than the changing of the structural features" (p. 38). 

Other researchers have similarly noted the cguality of aciult leadership is 

a critical determinant of viiether organized athletic ccatpetition has 

beneficial or detrimental effects on children (Gould, 1981; Martens, 1978; 

Parkin, 1978; Robertson, 1982; Spink, 1988a; 1988b). Again, that modified 
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ceaches were not given any specific training in the psychology of 

coaching, may have retarded the effectiveness of a performance emfiiasis -

especially ciuring the pressure of a match involving one's own team (Gray & 

Comish, 1985; Martens, 1982). 

Certainly, in terms of observable behaviours, mociified exaches ciid not use 

more reinforcement nor did they adept a more "positive apprcach" generally 

than traciitional exaches. Since these behaviours have been linked to the 

development of self-esteem (Sander, 1981; Smith, et.al., 1978; Smith, 

Smoll & Curtis, 1979; Smith, Smoll, Hunt, Curtis & CC^pel, 1979; Spink, 

1988a) and no clear patterns emerged in the coaches' behaviour from either 

approach, it is rxxt surprising that the present stucfy fourd rxx ciifferene:es 

in the self-esteem of itxxiified and traditional participants. Similarly, 

the lack of ciiffererKes between mociified ard traditional coaches' 

reinforcement ard punitive technical instruction behaviours supports the 

fiixiing that self-exmpetenee levels of the two groups of players were 

similar, given the assco:iation between these behaviours and perceived 

ability (Hom, 1985; Vallerand, 1983; Vallerard & Reid, 1984). 

Yet the possible failure of implementing a performance orientation to 

mociified sport is roxt likely to be the sole faiilt of the coaches. Ihe 

importance of winning and the value of achievement is comraunicated to 

children by parents ard society at large. "Try telling a 6-year-old vlho 

watches his or her father go cxazy in front of a TV game, ard vAio is told 

to go out ard win ard is reward for that win, that winning is not 

iirportant" (Orlick, 1986, p. 171). Thus, even if exaches emf̂ iasize 

enjoyment ard development in sport, young chilciren are likely to encounter 
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a ex>nflicting s e t of values from parents , t:eachers ard t h e media vdiich 

could reciuce the e f fect iveness of a process o r i en ta t ion t o junior spor t . 

Cer ta inly , parents have been fourd t o be instrumental in determining 

c h i l d r e n ' s self-esteem ard a t t i t u d e s tcward spor t (Cocpersmith, 1967; 

Lewko & Ewing, 1980; McElrcy & Kirkendall, 1981). Therefore, one 

important area of modification seems t o be t h a t of parent bdiaviour 

(Lomibardo, 1982; L o n ^ u r s t , 1985; Martens, 1978; Parkin, 1978; 1984; 

Spink, 1988a) with the bas ic p r inc ip les contained in the pos i t i ve approach 

t o exaches applying ecjually t o parents (Smoll, 1986). Further, Barham 

(1983) has pointed out t h a t unless a l l spor ts p ro jec t t he same general 

a t t i t u d e t o chi lciren 's pa r t i c ipa t ion in spor t , i t w i l l be ci i f f icul t t o 

convince chi ldren t h a t fun arxi personal improvement a re more important 

than winning. 

Nevertheless, t h e self-esteem ard self-competence l eve l s of a l l 

pa r t i c i pan t s in t h i s stucfy were r e l a t i v e l y h i ^ . A second p laus ib le 

explarat ion, the re fore , cent res around the notion t h a t female coaches 

general ly behave in a manner vMch promotes the develcpment of self-esteem 

arxi self-exmpetence in p layers . In h i s examination of Victorian youth 

spor t ceaches, L o n ^ u r s t (1985) fourd t h a t females were more 

a f f i l i a t i on -o r i en t ed and l e s s se l f -or ien ted than males. More 

spec i f i ca l ly , of t h e seven spor ts examined by Lon^ur s t , ne tba l l coaches 

emerged as those with t h e itxxst des i rab le a t t i t u d e s tcward coaching-being 

low in s e l f -o r i en t a t i on , h i ^ in a f f i l i a t i o n - o r ien ta t ion , ard emphasizing 

fun ard de-emphasizing winning outcomes. Similar ly , Martens and Gould 

(1979) found female ccaches t o place g rea te r emjAiasis on scxcialization 
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than males. These findings are in keeping with studies of female athletes 

and sex-role socialization in general which suggest that females are more 

expressive ard socially-oriented (Reis & Jelsma, 1980; Sherif, 1974), ard 

more co-operative, nurturant, warm, urderstaixiing and oriented toward 

close interpersoral relationships (Clarke-Stewart, et.al, 1985; Deaux, 

1977; Lewko & Greendorfer, 1978; Mischel, 1970; Oglesby, 1984; Reis & 

Jelsma, 1980) cxatpared to males. These qualities intuitively seem to be 

more conducive to the promotion of h i ^ self-esteem ard self-cxmpetence 

levels than the male acheivement, ccatpetitive, win orientations. 

It is also possible that itxxiified and traditional players did not ciiffer 

in their self-esteem and perceived competence levels because both groip's 

preseason scores on these measures were alreaciy cguite h i ^ (self-esteem 

averaged 34 from a itaxdmum possible score of 42 ard self-exxnpeterce 

averaged 24 from a maxdmium possible score of 30). This may suggest a 

ceiling effect in vdiich further increases in self-esteem ard 

self-cxatpeterK:e levels by the erd of the season would be hi<̂ ily unlikely. 

Alternatively, it is feasible that one netball season may not have been 

long enou^ for any significant changes in self-esteem, and possibly 

self-cxmpetence, to be observed. Certainly it would be interesting to 

retest the same sample following two or three years of participation in 

the spoxrt. 

Finally, it is worth commenting ipon the frecguency analysis results. Ihe 

number of mociified participants categorized as h i ^ in perceived 

ccmpeterKie dropped from 46 to 41 percent from pre- to postseason. 

Althou^ this was not found to be a significant difference, it is the only 
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analysis vMch revealed a reduction in desirable traits at the end of the 

season. A study ty Scarisbrick and Allison (1986), using junior soccer 

players, similarly fourd that children in the competitive program rated 

themselves as much more highly competent in terms of skills than did the 

children in the recreational program at the erd of the season. These 

firxiings seem to east same doubt on modified prcjgrams claim of enhancing 

athletes' self-ccarpetence, hewever since the results of the present stucty 

are only directioral ard not significant, further research is needed to 

validate this preposition. 

Ihe fourth hypothesis, that modified participants would ciisplay lower 

levels of anxdety at the erd of the season than traditional participants 

vAien preseason anxdety levels were taken into aexount, was also not 

sipported ty the present findings. No significant differences in anxdety 

levels were fcxurd between mociified arxi traciitional players, and in both 

groips anxdety decreased from pre- to postseason. This is not surprising 

since modified and traditional participant:s did rxxt ciif fer significantly 

in their level of self-competence ard a lack of perceived competence has 

been linked to the experience of h i ^ anxdety levels (Gould, et.al, 1983a; 

Passer, 1984; Scanlan, 1982; Scanlan & Passer, 1978; 1979; Smoll, 1986; 

Yan Lan & Gill, 1984). As has been mentioned, mean self-competence levels 

of toth mxxiified ard traditional participants were/cgutie^gh. Similarly, 

the mean anxdety levels of participants were relatively lew, with the 

highest mean being 19.261 (traditional player's preseason measure) ard the 

minimum poxssible score being 10. 

Also relevant here is the possibility that the modified netball program 

was not effective in adcpting a process or p)erformanc:e oriented apprcach, 

pjerhaps ciue to a coach or aciult education deficit. Thus, its influence on 
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children's self-esteem, self-exarpetence ard anxdety levels was not very 

different from the traciitional program. Since a product approach to sport 

has been associated with h i ^ anxdety levels in athletes (Gould, et.al, 

1983b; Scanlan & Lewthwaite, 1984; Passer, 1983), the results of this 

study suggest that neither the modified nor the traciitional program 

stresses the iirportance of winning enou^ to categorize them as typically 

hi^ily outcome oriented. As suggested, this may be related to the 

predcmdnance of females occipying exachir>g arxi playing roles and their 

empirically well-established gender identity traits. 

Ihe final hypothesis, vAiich preciicted more positive attitudes would be 

evidenced by modified, rather than traciitional participants, also received 

no sipport in this stuciy. Modified players ciid not ciif fer significantly 

from traditional players in their attitudes tcward netball this year, 

netball change, their teammates, the coach arxi themselves. A recent stuciy 

testing junior cricket players on a liking of cricket questionnaire 

similarly fourd no ciiffererxies in attitudes between mociified ard 

traditional athletes (Spink & Lon^urst, 1989). Moreover, althou^ the 

measurement of attitude was not the same as in the present stuc3y, 

Scarisbrick and Allison (1986) similiarly fourd that toth recreational ard 

exatpetitive participants found their exp)erierx::e enjoyable and satisfying. 

Further, studies by Smith ard Smoll ard their associates irdicated that 

positive attitudes are related to implementing a positive approach to 

coaching and that negative attitudes are correlated with h i ^ levels of 

keeping control, punitive technical instruction, punishment and general 
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encouragement (Curtis, e t . a l . , 1979; Smith, e t . a l . , 1978; Smith, Smoll & 

Curtis, 1979; Smith, e t . a l . , 1983; Smoll, e t . a l . , 1978). Given that 

neither mociified iKxr t r ad i t io ra l netball coaches ccxuld be identified as 

clearly adopting ei ther a positive or negative approach, i t follows that 

the two groips of participants would not have dramatically ciifferent 

a t t i tudes towards the i r sport, l i ieir teammates and the i r coaches. 

AcMitionally, i t was suggestied tha t a t t i tude tcwards self was conceptually 

siitdlar t o self-esteem ard self-cxatpetence. Since the two groips of 

players did not differ significantly in the i r self-esteem or in the i r 

perceived ceanpetence, i t i s logical that the i r at t i tudes tcward the self 

also ciid not ciiffer. 

Finally, the mean a t t i tudinal scxxres of both mociified ard 1:raciitional 

athleties were quite h i ^ iixiicating tha t most players had pcsitive 

at t i tudes tcwards netball , the i r peers, the coach ard themselves. Again, 

th i s suggests tliat both approaches make for positive experiences for the i r 

participants ard tha t the modified apprcach does not, in essence, ciiffer 

from the t radi t ional program as much as would be suggested by the 

structural ciifferences in the programs. 

In summary, resul ts from the present stuciy revealed that the modified 

program help)ed iirprove scare aspects of part ic ipants ' sk i l l accguisition 

over and above the improvement gained by traciitioral part icipants. The 

significant increase in sk i l l level by mociified players occurred in the 

two more exatplex ard r i sk taking sk i l l s vdiioh may be more alterable to 

instruction ard less essential to the game. 
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However, in terms of the psychological measures, the modified program was 

not found to be clearly siperior to the traditional approach. Both 

modified and traciitional athletes improved their self-esteem ard 

self-coarpetence levels, aid ciecreased their anxdety levels, at the erd of 

the season ceatpared to their preseason levels, but there were no 

significant ciifferences between athletes' scores from the two approaches. 

Nor were ciifferences fourd between modified ard traciitional participants' 

attitudes toward their sport, their coach, their teammates and 

themselves. Yet the mcdified netball program was structured quite 

ciifferently from the traciitioral approach. As other research has nexted, 

it seems that it is not the sport, per se, that creates a positive or 

negative environment for children, but rather the way it is sipervised 

(Gould, 1981; Martens, 1978; Nettleton & Sards, 1985; Parkin, 1978; 

Rc±ertson, 1982; Spink, 1988a; 1988b). 

Firxiings from the analyses of coach behaviours revealed that mcdified 

exaches did not clearly adept a more positive approach to coaching than 

their traciitional counterparts. Perhaps ciue to the lack of coach 

eciucation ard training or the pervasiveness of achievement in society at 

large, it was suggested that modified exaches may not have been successful 

in achieving a process or performarxze orientation. 

Ihe results also suggested that neither mcdified or traditional coaches 

exhibitied distinct preferences for particular kinds of behaviours in 

matches or training sessions. Apart frcan modified coaches terdency 

tcwards keying cont:rol ard organizational behaviours, no clear patterns 

to coaching emerged. Althou^ not ciirectly tested in the stuc3y, this 

exach behaviour finding is interesting vdien seen in terms of the 

psycholejgieal measures. Both modified ard traciitional players' 
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self-esteem, self-competence, anxdety aid attitude scores appeared to be 

cguite ciesirable and yet this would rxxt be expected if the traditional 

program were hi^ily product or outcome oriented. Periiaps the traciitional 

program was not fourd to be psychologically unhealthy for its participants 

because of the predominance of females in 1±ie sport of netball. Female 

coaches have been shown to possess orientations towards affiliation ard 

fun ard females in general tend to be exx-cperative, nurturant, expressive, 

warm, understanding ard socially-oriented-cgualities vdiieh do not seem to 

match a win-at-all-costs orientation. Ihus, it is possible that the 

traciitional ceaches in this stuciy are not typical of a preduct orientation 

to exaching. 

In acidition, Scarisbrick ard Allison (1986) have pointed out that chilciren 

are active in the processing ard evaluation of their sporting 

experiences. Ihese researchers fourd evidence to suggest that young 

players tend to internalize the information frcan their exacii that they 

feel they need to have to iitprove their skill, but that they ignore a lot 

of ccaching acivice - particularly comments yelled from the sideline ciuring 

play. Ihis could help explain v^y, in the present stucSy, players' 

self-esteem, self-exaipetence, anxdety ard attitude scores were relatively 

h i ^ despite the fact that mxxiified ard tiraditional coach behaviours were 

often far from positive. 

Overall, it seems that both mcdified and traciitional programs are valuable 

in their own ri^t, because each serves ciifferent neecis. The mcdified 

approach may iitprove its participants' skills to a greater extent than the 

traditional program, tut the latter does not appear to inhibit the 

develepanent of self-esteem, self-competence, anxdety and attitudes in 

players. The results suggest that modified coaches need to be trained in 
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the psychology of coaching if their style is to differ from traditional 

ccaches in practice. Given that this is achieved, a modified program 

would suit those children viio want to play regularly, improve their skills 

and participate in a nonthreatening, lew-pressure, fun oriented 

environment. In contrast, children vAio are interested in exatpeting and 

achieving in a sipportive and nurturant environment are likely to be 

better served in a traciitioral program. Further, those with greater 

ability may find this ajproach more satis^ing (Nettleton & Sards, 1985). 

By providing a range of sports prograins and varying the skill level ard 

intensity of ccatpetition, chilciren will have greater e^portunity to select 

a program style apprxpriate for them (Martens, 1978; Spink, 1989). As one 

researcher has noted, the best solution seems to be ciifferent st:rokes for 

ciifferent folks! (Spink, 1988a). 

Limitations 

Certain limitations restrict the generalizations vMch may be made from 

this stuc^. Firstly, the subject sample was composed solely of female 

junior netball players and further research is needed to determiine the 

degree to v̂ iich these findings can be r^licated across ciifferent sporting 

populations. Further, owing to liie specifications of the two prograins 

examined, there was a signficant ciifference in the ages of modified ard 

traciitional participants arxi this may have influerxzed the skill, 

self-esteem, self-competence, anxdety ard attitude results, althou^ 

preseason scores for both groips of children were virtually the same. 
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As mentioned previously, children's skill levels were assessed in grcxups 

and therefore the latter performers may have been acivantaged by being able 

to watch the performance of the skills more than once before their cwn 

attetrpts. Further, because only one, two or three attenpts were allowed 

for each skill aspect, a thorcu^ assessment of player's skill may not 

have been achieved. 

Ihe use of the CBAS has some limitations. In the relatively small area of 

a netball court, it is ciifficult for testers to be imobtrusive -

especially because they must be clcxse enou^ to hear the ceach arourd the 

mayhem of vAiistles, shouts ard cheers from other courts. There is a 

possiblity that coaohes changed their behaviour because they were aware 

that they were being observed (Smith, et.al., 1977b). However, as the 

tension of a particular session increases ard as the exach becomes 

familiar with the presence of testers over a number of sessions, this 

reactive behaviour effect would have prt±ably become negligent. In 

addition, it is possible that testers' expectatiors may have reciuced the 

objectivity of their observations. But given that all testers were 

extensively trained, that the interrater reliability for this study was 

h i ^ ard that testers were made aware of this pxxtential bias, it does not 

seem likely that subjectivity influenced the coding of coaches' behaviour 

to any appreciable exctent. 

Another restriction in terms of the coach behaviour ciata was the small 

size of the modified coach sample for the tiraining sessions. Ihis 

ceitainly limits the valiciity of the results of the ciiscriminant analysis 

corxiucted in the training setting, tut was unavoiciable due to the small 

number of skills sessions held in the mociified netball program. 
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In terms of the self-esteem and self-exarpeteroe measures, the reciuction of 

the scales from five to liiree alternatives as a result of pilot-testing, 

may have caused a lack of sensitivity in the inventories. Demand 

characteristics, such as the tjendency of subjects to provide socially 

desirable respxxnses, may have influenced scores frcm not only these two 

inventories, tut the anxdety and attitude questionnaires as well. 

It is also important to rxxte that the relationships alluded to between 

ccaching behaviours ard other measures were not ciirectly tested ard 

certainly no causality can be iirplied. Further, a nurriber of extraneous 

variables may have operated in the study such as the criticality of the 

game in influencing anxdety results, and the impact of parents in 

affecting subject's self-esteem levels ard attitudes. 

Implications 

The results from the present stxdy imply that children participating in 

modified sport prograins may not be better off than children involved in 

traciitional apprcaches. There is a need for t±iese sports wanting to 

promote a mociified version to make changes that go beyord the typical 

structural adjustments. Specifically, attention should be given to the 

training ard education of coaches to assist them in incorporating positive 

and performaiKe orientations into their actual exaching. Traciitional 

coaches also need to be given instruction on how to best relate to their 

young athletes. The findings suggest that there should be less concern 

\fith ciiscovering "the test" youth sport apprcach ard more conc:em with 

offering a wide range of program types so that chilciren can select the 

version vdiich is consistent with their own personalities and aspirations. 

file:///fith
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Further, coach education should h i ^ i l i ^ t the need for consistency in game 

and practice behaviours. A focus on persoral iitprovement ard enjoynent in 

tiraining sessions wil l not be beneficial to children unless i t i s 

similarly enjfiiasized in match s i tua t iors . In the same vein, parents 

should be t a u ^ t to reinforce the partiexdar values of the coach, viiether 

they be of the modified or tiraditional school, so that children are not 

confused by conflicting sets of at t i tudes ard bel iefs . 

Finally, junior sports that are organized and sipervised predominantly by 

females, such as netball , may have a dis t inct influence on children. 

Female aciults naturally seem to c^reate environrrents vdiich are more 

co-opjerative, sipportive, nurturant aid aff i l ia t ion oriented than those 

constructed by males. Thus, the generally healthy levels of self-esteem, 

self-ceatpetence and anxdety, and the positive at t i tudes found in netball 

players, from toth mcxiified ard tradit ional versions may be ciue to the 

gender t r a i t s of the female exaches and administrators. 

Recxanmerdations for Future Stuciy 

On the basis of the resul ts cbtained, i t i s apparent that future research 

in t h i s area i s required. One particMlarly useful avenue of investigation 

would be the test ing of young players and exaches from other Australian 

sports. The applicabili ty of the present findings, vAiich were corducted 

in a female sport, to sports predcaninated by males neecis to be 

ascertained. longitudinal analyses, vAiich assess the effects of mxxiified 

ard tracii t ioral programs on players after two or three years of 

part icipation, are also needed. 
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A number of authors have noted that modifications have been introciuced to 

maiŷ  sports based entirely on the inuitive assumption that "smaller will 

be better" without any eixjective verification (Evans, 1980a; 1980b; 

Gibson, 1982; Nettleton & Sards, 1985; Robertson, 1986; Winter, 1983). 

Ihe modifications need to be evaluated to see vdiether changes are 

effective ard v*iether other problems about the game emerge. 

Future research of this type shcxuld incorporate a more detailed assessment 

of players skill level, including testing aliiletes alone so that they 

canrxxt learn from the performances of their teammates. Further, it would 

be interesting to establish v*iether the skills learned under a modified 

structure can be directly transferred to a traditional version of sport. 

In terms of assessing the effectiveness of coaches, their match ard 

training behaviours should be considered separately. It would also be 

enli^tening to ciirectly test the relationships between coaches' behaviour 

ard changes in the psychological attributes of players such as 

self-esteem, self-ccarpeterxie ard anxdety over a season. Ihis ccxuld be 

done by recording coaches' behaviours to players as a team, tut using the 

indiviciual player as the cAxservational unit, as in the Hom (1985) stuciy, 

also seems valuable. In acidition, the efficacy of specific eciucation and 

training of both modified ard traciitional ccaches, ard perhaps even 

parents, recguires further research. 

More generally, Gould (1982) identified those past stuciies corducted in 

the area of youth sports vMch have had significant practical ard 

theoretical impact. Ihese investigations were characterized by several 

features incluciing: asking cguestions of practical importance; integrating 

previous research or theory into the designs; ard employing adequate 
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methociological proceciures such as examdning more than a few isolated 

teams, being multivariate in nature ard involving more than one 

assessment. These characteristics have teen incorporated into the present 

stuciy ard certainly they would appear to have relevance to future 

research. 
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THE AH. AUSTRALIAN NETBALL ASSOCIATION 

RECOMMENDED MODIFIED RUIES FOR JUNIORS. 
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Mociif ied Proceciures 

When Netball is played as part of inter-school cxarpetition at Primary 

School or District Assex::iation Junior levels. In the interest of Junior 

players consideration should be given to the following suggestions by the 

All Australian Netball Asseciation. 

1. Four cguarters each of 10 minutes to played, with 3 miinutes rest at 1/4 

ard 3/4 time ard ip to 5 minutes at 1/2 time. 

2. No "FINALS" matches to be played - i.e. the team at the top of the end 

of the ccarpetition be the winner. 

3. Each player in the competition to receive a certificate of 

participation. 

4. No trophies to be awarded. Cloth badges may be given to each member 

of the winning team. 

Fair Play Codes for Children in Sport 

Ihe ccxdes are designed: 

To return the elements of enjoyment ard satisfaction to the child 

participant. 

To make aciults aware that chilciren play to satisfy themselves and not 

necessarily to satisfy aciults or members of their own pseer group. 
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To iirprove the physical fitness of youth by eroxuraging participation 

in soane form of sports or physical recreation by making it attractive, 

safe and enjoyable for all children. 

*** NETBALL IS PUN *** 

Mcdified Rules For Juniors as Reccanmerded by All Australian Netball 

Association. 

A Netball game is a contest between two teams vM.ch means that the 

teacher/exach must handle the variety of the exarpetitiveness ard skill 

development of the chilciren in the group. The enjiasis should be on 

lirying out learned skills, discxxvery of new ones, ard sharing the play 

with other team mates. 

Remember that ccarpetition only exists to give the game purpose - v̂ iat 

counts is giving each child a chance to tiry hard, to improve, ard to gain 

satisfaction from participation. 

It is desriable that chilciren under the age of 12 years should not be 

pressured into organised competitions. However, vAien the chilciren feel 

reaciy to accept the challenge of the game situation, then Modified Rules 

ard mini-games for Netball are reexanmended by the All Australia Netball 

Association as t±ie acceptable way for this to be done at Primary Sciiool 

level. 
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Rule Modifications for Children 8-10 Years 

These children would most likely be playing Mini-games, and be under 10 

years at the beginning of the calendar year. 

1. It is pjermissable to adjust goalposts to 8 ft. hei^t (vdien new posts 

are installed consider adjustable post:s in the interests of Juniors). 

2. 18"-20" size ball of ccatposite leather or all leather. 

3. After catching the ball threw within 6 seconds. 

4. Allow shuffling on the spot to gain balance before throwing, without 

moving down the court. 

6. A player may defend an opponent with the ball from a ciistance of 4 

feet. 

7. A team of ip to 10 players may interchange at 1/4, 1/2 ard 3/4 time 

intervals. Each player to play at least two quarters. 

8. UMPIRES 

(i) To use simple language and to explain decisions. 

(ii) To adopt an encouraging ard pleasant manner to ensure an 

open ard free-flowing game - particularly in the setting up 

of penalties and throw-ins. 
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Rule Modifications for Children 10-12 Years 

These children would most likely be playing the full-exurt game, ard mtust 

be U/12 years at the beginning of the calendar year. 

1. Goalposts where possible to be adjusted to 8 feet. (When new posts 

are installed they should be adjustable to this hei^t to cater for 

tiiis modlfieation). 

2. 20"-24" soccer ball, volley ball or netball of all leather or 

corrposite leather. 

3. After catching the ball throw within 6 secorxis. 

4. Allow minimal shuffling on the spot to gain balarce before throwing, 

without Tooving dexwn the exurt. 

5. Strict "man to man" defence to all play. 

6. A player may deferd an exfponent with the ball from a distance of 4 

feet. 

7. A team of ip to 10 players may interchange players at 1/4, 1/2 and 3/4 

time intervals. Each player to play at least two cguarters. 

8. Four cguarters of 10 minutes to be played. 

*** NETBALL IS R3N *** 
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APPENDIX B 

DESCRIFTTON OF THF .qKTT.T.q ASSESSMENT AND SCORING FROCEDURES 
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INSTRUCTICTTS FOR NETBALL SKILLS ASSESSMENT 

SKILL 1 - Otm HANDED SHDUIDER PASS 

one attempt with dominant hard 

one attempt with non-deaninant hard 

aim at centre of target 3 metres away 

- ensure correct feoxtwork, i.e. vdien throwing with ri^t 

hard s t ^ forward with left foot ard vice versa. 

Scoring Place a tick on one level only. 

1. incorrect. 

2. correct technicgue tut missed target. 

3. correct technicgue ard hit outer circle. 

4. correct technique and hit centre circle. 

SKILL 2 - PIVOTTING 

sprint forward frcm 6 metres away 

catch tall at 3 itet:re marker 

one attempt of catch, lard on ri^t foot, pivot in full 

circle in a clockwise direction (i.e. outwards) 

one attempt of catch, lard on left foot, pivot in full 

circle in anti-clcxdcwise direction (i.e. outwards) 

return ball to tirrower. 

Start 

3m 
• ) ( -

Catch & 

Pivot 

3m 
^ 

Thrower 
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Sexxring Place a t i ck on OTe level only. 

1. incorrect 

2. correct eatch only. 

3. cxxrrect catch ard pivot only. 

4. correct catch, pivot ard ciisposal of ball. 

SKILL 3 - DODGING (i.e. ATTACKING) 

dodge arourd three obstacles by pushing off from cxutside 

foot each time 

at fourth e±stacle, subject must catch a ball that has been 

thrown ahead (throw is to be a one-harded, firm pass) 

at this point subject must stop, i.e. allew no stepping with 

the ball. 

Start )( 

Goal Post 

^ 

I I 
I f 

Transverse 

Line 

^'Thrower 
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Scoring Place a tick on one level only. If the skill is correctly 

executed also record the time taken frcm the start (say GO) 

to time subject has stopped and cau^t t±ie ball. 

1. incorrect 

2. correct dcdging only 

3. correct dcdging, catch ard ground larded foot so record 

time taken in secorxis. 

SKILL 4 - SHOOTING 

three attempts to gaol, 1.5 metres from post 

shot must be released frxan head hei^t or above 

if goal is scored but shot is not a hi(^ release, count 

this as no goal. 

Scoring Plae:e a tick (>/) for a goal scored with correct technicgue. 

Place a cross (x) for incorrect technique. 

If the goal is missed place: 

or 

.NR — ^ for not touched rim 

.RIM — ^ for touched rim. 
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APFENDIX C 

DESCRIPTIOT OF THE COACHING BEHAVIOUR ASSESSMENT 

SYSTEM CATEGORIES 
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CBAS CATEGORY DESCRIPTICMS 

The CBAS includes two major categories of behavicurs. Reactive behaviours 

are responses to immediately preceding player or team behaviours, vMle 

spontaneous bdiaviours are initiated by the coach ard are not respxxnses to 

immediately preceding events. 

ReaeAive Behavours. 

A. Respxxnses to desirable performance. 

1. Positive reinforcement (PR). A positive reaction by the 

exach to a desirable performance by one or more players. PR 

may be verbal or nonverbal. Examples include congratulating 

a player or patting a player on the back after a good move. 

B. Reactions to mistakes. 

2. Mistake-contingent encouragenent (MCE). Enccxuragement of a 

player by a coach following a player's mistake. 

3. Mistake-contingent technical instruction (MCTI). Telling or 

showing a player vSio has made a mistake how to make the play 

exxrrectly. MCTI behaviour recguires that the coach instruct 

the player in scate specific way. An example is shewing a 

player how to shoot a goal after an error has been made. 
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4. Punishment (P). A negative response by t±ie coach following 

an undesirable bdiaviour. Like PR, P may be verbal or 

nonverbal. Examples include making a sarcastic remark to a 

player v*io has just fumbled the ball or the coach waving in 

ciisgust after a player has made an error. 

5. Punitive technical instruction (PTI). Scanetimes MCTI and 

PIT occur in the same exanmunication, as v*ien a coach says, 

"How many tines do I have to tell you to catch the tall with 

two hands!" Whenever a coach gives MCTI in a hostile or 

punitive way use Pn. 

C Response to misbehaviour 

6. Keeping control (KG). Respxxnses designed to maintain order. 

Such behaviours are ordinarily elicited by unruly conduct or 

inattentiveness by players. 

II Spontaneous Behavicurs 

A. Game-related spontaneous behaviours. 

7. General technical instruction (GTI). A exanmunication that 

provides instiruction relevant to technicgues arxi strategies 

of the sport. Ihe purpose is to fester the learning of 

skills ard strategies. GTI is not elicited by a previous 

mistake, tut is ccach-initiated. Examples include telling a 

player how to hold her lead and then move towards the 

thrower. 
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8. General eroxuragement (EG). EG is not a response to 

specific actions by the players tut relates to future 

hopes. It is not technical instruction but more general 

(e.g., "Come on team, let's get scare geals"). 

9. Organization (O). Administrative organization. Reminding 

players of their position on the court etc. 

B. Game-irrelevant spontaneous behaviour. 

10. General exanmunication (GC). Interactions with players 

unrelated to the game, such as joking, conversations atout 

famiily, etc. 
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APPENDIX D 

THE SELF-ESTEEM INVENTORY 
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NETBALL OUESTTOINAIRE NO. 1 

Name _ Age Years 

Team 

This IS a questionnaire that will show a lit±le about how you think about 
things. This is not a test. There are rxo right or wrong answers. No one 
but me will see your answers. Please answer the way y ^ feel about these 
things. 

To answer, circle the number vMch corresporxJs best with the exctent to 
v*iich each statement describes you. 

Not at all A little Very much 
like me like me like me 

1. I'm prettty confident in myself 

2. I'm a failure 

3. I'm proud of myself 

4. I don' think I'm much good 

5. I'm pretty happy 

6. Things often make me sad 

7. I often feel ashamed of myself 

8. I always do the ri^t thing 

9. I'm a lot of fun to be with 

10. I'm easy to like 

11. I often wish I were someone else 

12. I can never do anything ri^t 

13. Most people are tetter liked than me 

14. It is pretty hard to be me 

1 2 3 

1 2 3 

1 2 3 

1 2 3 

1 2 3 

1 2 3 

1 2 3 

1 2 3 

1 2 3 

1 2 3 

1 2 3 

1 2 3 

1 2 3 

1 2 3 
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APPENDIX E 

IHE SELF-OCMPETENCE INVENTORY 
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NETBALL QUESTIONNAIRE NO. 2 

Name 

Team 

Age Years 

Disagree 

1 

1 

1 

In Between 

2 

2 

2 

Agree 

3 

3 

3 

This is an inventory ciesigned to assess your netball abilities. You are 
the judge, and you are to decide how developed you are as a netball 
player. Read each item ard circle the number vMch best corr^pords your 
feelings abexut the statetrent. 

1. I have good netball skills. 

2. I am a gexd attacker 

3. I am a geoxi defender. 

4. I have the ability to become a 
better netball player. 1 

5. I would be embarrassed to have 
pecple watch me play netball. 1 

6. I have the ability to make the 
Australian netball team. 1 

7. Most people think I'm an excellent 
netball player. 1 

8. I would be embarrassed to show 
someore else a netball skill. 1 

9. I have a gexd ball handling sldlls. 1 

10. I worry that my netball skills 
aren't as good as they should be. 1 

2 

2 

3 

3 
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APPENDIX F 

TOfK ANXTETY INVENTORY 
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NETBALL QUESTIONNAIRE NO. 3 

Name Age Years 

Team 

A number of statements v*dch people have used to describe themselves are 
given below. Read each statement and circle the appropriate number to the 
ri^t of the statement to indicate how you feel ri^t new, that is, at 
this moment. There are no ri^t or wrong answers. Do not spend tco much 
time on any one statement tut give the answer vM.oh seems to describe your 
present feelings test. 

Not At Soaneviat Moderately Very 
All So Much So 

1. I feel at ease 1 2 3 4 

2. I feel nervous 1 2 3 4 

3. I feel comfortable 1 2 3 4 

4. I am tense 1 2 3 4 

5. I fee l secure 1 2 3 4 

6. I fee l anxdous 1 2 3 4 

7. I am relaxed 1 2 3 4 

8. I am j i t t e r y / h a v e 

b u t t e r f l i e s 1 2 3 4 

9. I fee l calm 1 2 3 4 

10. I fee l over-excited ard 
r a t t l e d 1 2 3 4 
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APPENDIX G 

THE AITriUDE QUESTICMJIARE 
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NETBALL QUESTICM^AIRE NO. 4 

Name Age 

Team 

New t h a t you have j u s t f inished a season of ne tba l l , we would appreciate 
knowing a l i t t l e a tou t your t h o u ^ t s on i t . Please anser the way you feel 
about these t h i n g s . No one e l s e w i l l see your answers. 

C i rc le t h e nuiribers vdiich t e s t r ^ r e s e n t your fee l ings . 

1. How much d id you l i k e playing ne tba l l t h i s year? 

Disl ike a l o t Like a l o t 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

2. How much d id you l i k e playing for your coach (exaches)? 

Dis l ike a l o t Like a l o t 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

3 . How much would you l i k e t o have the same coach (or coaohes) again next 
year? 

Disl ike a l o t Like a l o t 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

4. How much does your coach (or coaches) knew about netbal l? 

Almost nothing Almost everything 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

5. Hew good a ne tba l l teacher i s your coach (or coaches). 

Very Poor Excellent 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

6. Hew well ciid the players on ycxur team get along? 

Very poorly Very well 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

7. How good a re you in sports? 

Very pox)r Excellent 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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8. How good a r e you in ne tba l l? 

Very poxxr Excellent 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

9. How good cioes your coach (or coaches) th ink you are in ne tba l l? 

Very poor Excellent 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

10. Hew good do your teammates think you a re in ne tba l l? 

Very good Excellent 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

11 . How good do your parents th ink you are in ne tba l l? 

Very good Excellent 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

12. Do you l i k e ne tba l l more or l e s s than you did a t t he beginning of the 
season? 

A l o t l e s s Atout the Same A l o t more 
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APPENDIX H 

SCORING FROCEDURES FOR IHE SKIUS ASSESSMENT AND INVENTORIES 
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SCORING 

Skills Assessment 

a. Shoulder Pass 

For the shoulder pass skill: 

1 - point was awarded for an atterrpt, but with incorrect footwork; 

2 - points for correct technicgue but failure to hit the target; 

3 - poxints for hitting the cuter circle of the target; ard 

4 - points for hitting the bullseye. 

Since subjects had two attempts, total scores could range between 2 ard 8 

pxxints. 

b. Pivotting 

For the pivotting skill: 

1 - point was awarded for an attempt, but failure to catch ard lard; 

2 - pxxints for a correct catch ard lard only; 

3 - pxxints for a correct catch, land ard pivot only; and 

4 - points for a correct catch, land, pivot and disposal. 

Again, two attempts were made ty each subject so that total scores could 

range between 2 and 8 poxints. 
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c. Dociging: 

For the dodging skill: 

1 - point was awarded for a failure to dodge correctly; 

2 - points for a correct dodge, but failure to catch and lard 

correctly. 

If these requirement:s were fulfilled, the time (in seconds) subjects 

took to cearplete the entire task was recorded. Later, these times 

were ciivided into five equal intervals (each of one secord) to include 

the slcwest ard fastest times recxxrded ty subjects. Thus 

3 - points was awarded for times between 9.54 - 8.54 secorxis; 

4 - points for times between 8.53 and 7.53 seconds; 

5 - points for times between 7.52 and 6.52 seconds; 

6 - points for times between 6.51 and 5.51 seconds; ard 

7 - poxints for times betwen 5.50 ard 4.50 secxrxis. 

Therefore, total scores for this skill ranged between 1 ard 7 poxints. 

d. Sheeting: 

For the shooting skill: 

1 - point was awarded for a missed goal or tiie use of incorrect 

technique; 

2 - poxints for a shot vdiich touched the rim, but failed to sink; ard 

3 - points for a goal scored. 

Three attempts were made by each subject so that total scores ranged 

between 3 aid 9 pxxints. 
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Self-esteem and Self-coanptence 

For t h e modified Self-Esteem Inventory (Cocpersmith, 1967), items 

2 ,4 ,6 ,7 ,11 ,12,13 ard 14 were reversed sexxred. Ihe minimum score poss ible 

was 14 and the maxdmum poss ib le sexjre was 42. For the aciapted Fhysical 

Self Test (ludwig & Maehr, 1967), items 5,8 ard 10 were reverse scored. 

The minimum poss ib le score for t h i s inventory was 10 and the maxdmum socre 

poss ib le was 30. 

At t i tude 

The aciapted a t t i t u d e cguestionnaire (Smith e t . a l . , 1979) cxatprised four 

ciifferent a reas - : item 6 measured sub j ec t ' s a t t i t u d e towards teammates; 

items 1 and 12 focussed on a t t i t u d e tcwards ne tba l l ; items 2,3,4 ard 5 

considered a t t i t u d e tcwards the coach; ard items 7,8,9,10 ard 11 assessed 

a t t i t u d e tcward t h e se l f . Scores exjuld range between 1 and 7 for the 

teammates a rea ; 2 ard 14 for the spor t area; 4 and 28 for the exach area; 

and 5 ard 35 for t h e s e l f area . 

Anxdety 

Items 1,3,5,7 and 9 of the children's form of the CAST (Martens e.t.al, 

1980) were reverse scored. The minimum score that could be obtained was 10 

and the maxdmum possible score was 40. 
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APPENDIX I 

TfW. .qTrrT.T.q ASSESSMENT SCORE SHEET 
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APPENDIX J 

THE COACHING BEHAVIOUR ASSESSMENT SYSTEM SCORE SHEET 
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CBAS OBSERVATION RECORD 

Recorder's Name; 

Date: 

Type of netball: Modified "Netta" netball 
Standard "adult" netball 

Type of session: Match 

Training/Practice 

Length of time of observation: During game 
(mins) A 4- • J £ 

^ ' Outside of game 
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APPENDIX K 

ANALYSES OF COVARTANr!K TARTFc; 
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Aralvses of Covariance Tables 

Table K-I Analysis of covariance on modified and traditional subjects 

for shoulder pass. 

Source of Variance df SS MS 

Netball apprxxach 

Residual 

Total 

1 

139 

141 

10.22 

178.27 

215.70 

10.22 

1.28 

1.53 

7.96* 

* p <.05 

Table K-2 Analysis of covariance on modified ard traditional subjects 

for pivottincT. 

Source of Variance df SS MS 

Netball approach 

Residual 

Itotal 

1 

139 

141 

12.96 

230.95 

301.22 

12.96 

1.66 

2.14 

7.64* 

*p <.05 
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Table K-3 Analysis of covariance on modified ard t r a d i t i o n a l subjects 

for dexc3ginq. 

Source of Variance df SS MS 

Netbal l approach 1 5.86 5.86 2.92* 

Residual 139 279.18 2.01 

Ttotal 141 290.00 2.06 

1 

139 

141 

5.86 

279.18 

290.00 

*p >.05 

Table K-4 Analysis of covariance on modified ard t r ad i t i ona subjects 

for sheotincf. 

Scxurce of Variance df SS MS 

Netbal l apprcach 

Residual 

Ttotal 

1 

139 

141 

0.00 

265.66 

303.36 

0.00 

1.91 

2.15 

0.00* 

*p >.05 
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"^^^^ ̂ "5 Analysis of covariance on modified ard traditional subjects 

for self-esteem 

Source of Variance df SS MS 

Netball approach i 14.43 14.43 0.98* 

Residual 139 2052.23 14.76 

Total 141 2308.59 16.37 

* p >.05 

Table K-6 Analysis of covariance on mvodified ard traditional subjects 

for self-cxmpeter>ce 

Source of Variance df SS MS F 

Netball approach 1 5.33 5.53 0.59* 

Residual 139 1247.58 8.98 

Total 141 1275.78 9.05 

*p >.05 
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Table K-7 Aralvsis of covariance on modified and t r a d i t i o n a l subjects 

for anxiety 

Source of Variance cif SS MS F 

Netball approach 1 41.53 41.53 2.05* 

Residual 139 2821.08 20.30 

Total 141 3113.72 22.08 

*p >.05 
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APPENDIX L 

ANALYSES OF VARIANCE AND MANN-WHTTNEY TABLES 
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Analvses of Variance and Mann-VBiitney Tables 

Table L-1 Analysis of variarxe on modified ard traditional subjects 

for attitude towards netball - this year. 

Source of Variance df SS MS 

Netball approach 

Within groips 

Total 

1 

140 

141 

0.02 

72.27 

72.29 

0.02 

0.52 

0.04* 

*p >0.5 

Table L-2 Analysis of variance on modified ard traditional subjects 

for attitude tcwards the ceach. 

Source of Variance eif SS MS 

Netball approach 

Wit±dn groips 

Total 

1 

140 

141 

0.92 

1314.41 

1315.33 

0.92 

9.39 

0.10 

p >.05 
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Table L-3 Analysis of variance on modified ard traditional subjects 

for attitude towards the self. 

Source of Variance df SS MS 

Netball approach l o.76 0.76 0.05* 

Within groips 140 1986.82 14.19 

Total 141 1987.58 

*p >.05 

Table Ir-4 Mam-Whitneys t ^ s t s on modified ard t jraditional subjec±s for 

a t t i tude-change ard a t t i t u d e tcwards teammates. 

A t t i t ud ina l measure Lt N F 

Attitude-change 2309.0 142 0.74* 

Teammates 2105.5 142 0.14* 

*p >.05 
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APPENDIX M 

SUMMARY OF DISCRIMINANT ANALYSES FOR COACHING BEHAVIOURS 
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Summary of discriminant analyses for coachincr behaviours 

Table M-1 Discriminant equation of coach behaviours for matches and 

traininc? sessions 

V= .52825 (mistake-exxntingent technical instruction) - .46056 
(pxjsitive reinforcement) 

+ .41460 (punishment) -t- .40139 (organization) - .37293 
(general encouragement) 

+ .25064 (mistake-contingent encouragement) + .23691 (keeping 
control) 

-f- .21720 (general comraunication) 

.eigenvalue = 3.14800 .canonical correlation = .8711602 

.Wilks' lambda = .2410799 

Table M-2 Discriminant equation of modified ard traditional coach 

behaviour for matches 

V = .99391 (miistake-contingent technical instruction) - .63709 
(general encouragement) 

-^• .63432 (organization) - .43558 (miistake-contingent 

encouragement) 

+ .31318 (general technical instruction) - .26775 (punitive 
technical instruction). 

.eigenvalue = 2.72662 .canonical correlation = .85537 

.Wilks' lambda = .26834 _____ 
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Table M-3 Discriminant equation of modified and traditional exach 

behaviour for training sessions. 

V = 1.04768 (mistake-contingent encouragement) - .97234 
(mistake-contingent technical instrucrtion) + .69234 (keeping 
control) - .61774 (punishment) 

.56338 (general encouragenent) + .48036 (general technical 
instruction) 

.eigenvalue = .82144 .canonical correlation = .67155 

.Wilks' lambda = .54902 


